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2. Preface

To the Safari/Webkit Team,

To anyone who works on Safari/Webkit who reads this document, the authors would like to note that all criticism of Safari/Webkit is aimed squarely at Apple and Apple's upper management.

We would like to acknowledge your many groundbreaking contributions to the Web over the past two decades.

As people that have dedicated their lives to building browsers we know you care deeply about the open web and may privately disagree with Apple’s anti-competitive practices. We also understand that Safari/Webkit's funding and which features are approved is entirely controlled from above. We understand that building a browser is an enormous, complex undertaking and that it's not possible to keep up with a modern feature set while making the platform stable without significant investment, despite the hard-work and dedication of each individual.

We also understand that Apple operates under a paranoid air of strict secrecy which can make it difficult for you to engage properly with the development community and that employees can be fired for even mild criticism of the company making it hard for effective change from within. We hope that this document can help start that change.

Our main aim is to ensure open competition so that the Web and Web Apps can compete against the closed proprietary ecosystems. The future of the web is apps, if native can do it, so can the web except with privacy and security built in by design. It is our strong hope that Webkit will meaningfully participate in this future.

Many of us have developed with Safari and Webkit since it first came out and were inspired to build mobile web apps by Steve Job's 2007 speech with the platform that your team built. The web we use today is built on your legacy.

It is our hope that with this competition Apple will come to realize the great importance of Safari and Webkit to their overall business goals and will provide the resources and funding to make it the best, most private, stable and feature rich browser available.

Thank-you for your hard work and for everything you've given us, we hope you will continue to fight for a better open-web.
3. Introduction

The entire future of the consumer application industry is being heavily limited by Apple's ban of third party browsers. These actions prevent cross-compatibility between devices, and create significant barriers for new market entrants. For businesses and consumers, it greatly increases costs and enables Apple to lock them into their closed ecosystem. This reduces competition for both browsers and applications, and shifts the cycle of investment and funding from an open and free platform to proprietary closed platforms, driving up prices for consumers and developers.

Apple has banned competing Third Party Browsers from their iOS devices (iPhone and iPad) by requiring that all browser vendors use Safari's WebView (2.5.6 App Store Review Guidelines). Browser vendors are not allowed to ship their browsers which they have spent hundreds of thousands of hours developing and instead are forced to produce a separate browser which is essentially a thin wrapper or skin around the WebKit engine in Apple's own browser, Safari.

Critically this browser ban prevents the emergence of an open and free universal platform for apps, where developers can build their application once and have it work across all consumer devices, be it desktop, laptop, tablet or phone. Instead it forces companies to create multiple separate applications to run on each platform, significantly raising the cost and complexity of development and maintenance. These costs are in addition to the 15% - 30% tax charged by the App Store. This greater cost is ultimately passed on to consumers in the form of higher fees, more bug prone applications and the applications not being available on all platforms. This then decreases competition with other manufacturers by depriving them of a healthy library of apps. The costs of developing an interoperable application that works identically are pushed so high that only well funded companies can afford it and as a result many useful or otherwise profitable applications never get built.

Apple is preventing the interoperable, standards-based web from becoming a viable alternative to the native proprietary ecosystems on offer from Apple and Google. In the absence of competition, the poor state of Apple's own browser and integration of Web Apps has the effect of pushing developers and users towards the gated ecosystem of the App Store. Safari and Apple's WebView frequently suffer simultaneous, critical application breaking bugs which spill into competing iOS browsers because they cannot bring their own engines which might not contain these bugs.

In a clear conflict of interest with third party browsers, Apple receives 15b USD per year for search engine placement in Safari while ensuring other browsers can not effectively compete on iOS, its most popular operating system. Mozilla, a non-profit, produces a browser that consistently bests Apple's in security and standards conformance with revenues of less than $500 million per year.
A lack of market pressure, combined with alleged systemic underfunding over many years, prevents the web from becoming a viable application platform. The only way for developers to create stable, capable applications is to invest in Apple's proprietary platform, which it taxes and retains exclusive control over.

Individual companies benefit greatly from locking users in and their competitors out. Apple hides behind claims of extra security and privacy when, in fact, their restrictions deprive the consumer of choice and locks their data and purchases into Apple's walled garden. This prevents or adds great friction to users moving to competing platforms by hampering interoperability.

Web Apps add an extra layer of security and privacy controls to native application platforms, improving on the operating system's built-in controls leading to enhanced user safety. If allowed, Web Apps can offer equivalent functionality with greater privacy and security for demanding use-cases that are traditionally the domain of less secure native apps. A free & universal development and distribution platform is what leads to competition and an investment cycle in free and open software that benefits businesses and consumers.

**Two key remedies** from regulation can serve to restore meaningful competition:

1. **Reversing Apple's ban** on competing browsers and browser engines

2. Compelling **full integration and functionality** for apps built with open web technology, including on competing browsers

The future of consumer application development depends on these changes.
3.1. This Document

This document outlines the primary issues related to Browsers and Web Apps and the future of consumer application development.

3.2. Open Web Advocacy

Open Web Advocacy is a loose group of software engineers from all over the world, who work for many different companies who have come together to fight for the future of the open web by providing regulators, legislators and policy makers the intricate technical details that they need to understand the major anti-competitive issues in our industry and potential ways to solve them.

It should be noted that all the authors and reviewers of this document are software engineers and not economists, lawyers or regulatory experts. The aim is to explain the current situation, outline the specific problems, how this affects consumers and suggest potential regulatory remedies.

This is a grassroots effort by software engineers as individuals and not on behalf of their employers or any of the browser vendors. We came together with the hope of creating a better world since no major company has been pushing for this change in recent years. The majority of the engineers behind this document have decided to remain anonymous as no individual feels comfortable going up against the world's most valuable company, particularly one that is so litigious.

We are available to regulators, legislators and policy makers for presentations / Q&A and we can provide expert technical analysis on topics in this area.

For those who would like to help or join us in fighting for a free and open future for the web, please contact us at:

Email  contactus@open-web-advocacy.org
Twitter @OpenWebAdvocacy
Web  https://open-web-advocacy.org
3.3. Definitions

“Third Party Browser” - A web browser developed by a company other than the gatekeeper which includes a layout engine and rendering engine either selected or built by the company.

“Native App” - An app written using a gatekeeper's proprietary frameworks and APIs which are provided by the operating system. On iOS (Apple's operating system for iPhone and iPad) these are currently exclusively delivered through Apple's App Store.

“Web App” - A Web Application, Web App or Progressive Web App (PWA) is an application developed using Web technologies, such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript and WebAssembly. Web Apps use Web Browsers as the “engine” to run the Web App. The capabilities of a Web App depends on the level of advancement of the Web Browser that they run on. Web Assembly allows developers to bring existing software, for example game engines or photoshop, and port/convert them so they run on the web or as a web-app.

Web Apps can be made to run offline, can run as smoothly as native apps and can support high performance applications, but this functionality depends on the Web Browser. Web Apps offer more privacy and security than native apps. Web Apps are universal, in that they can be written once and then run on all devices. This is in comparison with native apps that have to be rewritten for each platform that they target.

To the end user a well written Web App should be indistinguishable from a native app.

“WebView Browser” - A web browser that does not include its own engine, and instead uses an engine or an unmodified “WebView” provided by the OS. For example all browsers on iOS other than Safari on iOS are WebView browsers, in that they do not render the website or run the code for the site and instead hand that job onto Safari WebView.

“PWA (Progressive Web App)” - Can be used interchangeably with Web App, although PWA is used to describe modern Web Apps with functionality that is typically associated with native apps rather than websites (i.e. installation on device, Offline Storage, Device API access etc). For the purposes of this document Web App and PWA will be treated identically.

“Gatekeeper” - The company that controls the operating system and the apps that run on that operating system (i.e. Apple with iOS, Google with Android).

“Browser Vendor” - The entity that makes the browser.
4. Effective Competition?

“Businesses that face effective competition dare not raise prices, or cut down on quality standards, for fear of losing customers to their competitors (and so losing money)”

Dr Michael Grenfell

“For the foreseeable future, iOS will be the dominant access pathway, passport, monetizer and platform for not just digital life, but virtual ones. Apple holds this role because it makes best-in-class hardware, offers the best apps, and operates the most lucrative app store.”

Matthew Ball - Venture Capitalist, Writer

iOS Safari faces no effective competition as Apple has banned the engines that differentiate other browsers. Customers have little recourse short of buying another phone.

The development, maintenance and lost opportunity costs of supporting a buggy browser that misses key features are mostly hidden from them. It is hard for consumers to see a missing feature or an entire Web App that didn’t get built (due to poor support in iOS Safari). When they do encounter a bug caused by Safari they are more likely to blame the Web App than the browser. The user may get the impression that the web is buggy, slow and that native apps are better, which then has negative flow on effects for the entire web ecosystem.

Businesses have little recourse as they can not suggest their customers install another real browser (there are none) and they are unwilling to lose more than half their mobile customers (51% in the UK, 66% in Japan, 56% in Australia, 46% in the US). Additionally iOS users tend to be wealthier and spend more making them a higher priority for companies. In the end the majority of large businesses simply throw in the towel and make an iOS Native App and in doing so agree to pay Apple 15-30% of their revenue.

As such, Apple faces little effective competitive pressure to improve the quality of their iOS Safari browser and has incentives to inhibit it from competing with native. Thus Apple’s decade long prohibition on competition for Safari on iOS has a compounding anti-competitive effect as companies sink money into non-interoperable native iOS applications instead of Web Apps.

Even Apple executives appear to be aware only their stranglehold on iOS installation is allowing their 30% tax on revenue, something they can not achieve on Mac OS.

“Neither is on the store because they don't have to be. They can be on Mac and distribute to users without sharing the revenue with us”

Philip Schiller - Apple Upper Management - On the Mac App Store
5. Apple is Holding Back the Open Web

"Instead, Apple is inhibiting this future Internet. And it does so via tolls, controls, and technologies that not only deny what made and still makes the open web so powerful, but also prevents competition, and prioritize Apple's own profits."

Matthew Ball - Venture Capitalist, Writer

"Making the web less useful makes apps more useful, from which Apple can take its share; similarly, it is notable that Apple is expanding its own app install product even as it is kneecapping the industry's."

Ben Thompson - Stratechery

5.1. Steve Jobs Original Vision for iOS

Steve Jobs' original vision for third-party apps on iOS was quite different from today's status quo.

The following is a transcript of a speech he gave announcing Web Apps as the platform for third-party iOS developers, including his thoughts on security, deployment, and criticisms of other distribution models (emphasis added):

"Now, what about developers?

We have been trying to come up with a solution to expand the capabilities of iPhone by allowing developers to write great apps for it, and yet keep the iPhone reliable and secure. And we've come up with a very sweet solution.

Let me tell you about it.

So, we've got an innovative new way to create applications for mobile devices, really innovative, and it's all based on the fact that iPhone has the full Safari inside. The full Safari engine is inside of iPhone and it gives us tremendous capability, more than there's ever been in a mobile device to this date, and so you can write amazing Web 2.0 and Ajax apps that look exactly and behave exactly like apps on the iPhone!

And these apps can integrate perfectly with iPhone services: they can make a call, they can send an email, they can look up a location on Google Maps. After you write them, you have instant distribution."
You don’t have to worry about distribution: just put them on your internet server. And they’re really easy to update: just change the code on your own server, rather than having to go through this really complex update process.

They’re secured with the same kind of security you’d use for transactions with Amazon, or a bank, and they run securely on the iPhone so they don’t compromise its reliability or security.

And guess what: there’s no SDK! You’ve got everything you need, if you know how to write apps using the most modern web standards, to write amazing apps for the iPhone today.

You can go live on June 29.”


Apple invented mobile Web Apps, but ultimately decided on a proprietary closed ecosystem.
5.2. Apple Claims that Web Apps are a Viable Alternative to the App Store

Web Apps are applications installed from the browser that utilize the user's browser to give users an experience on par with Native apps. They are interoperable between operating systems, have a very tight security/privacy model and are capable of amazing things.

Apple's original vision for applications on iOS was Web Apps, and today they still claim Web Apps are a viable alternative to the App Store. Apple CEO Tim Cook made a similar claim last year in Congressional testimony when he suggested the web offers a viable alternative distribution channel to the iOS App Store. They have also claimed this during a court case in Australia with Epic.

Despite this Web Apps are not currently a viable competitor to the iOS App Store for three reasons:

1. **Browser Ban**
   Apple's Safari is the only browser on iOS as all other browsers have been effectively banned

2. **Missing Features**
   Apple has refused to implement key features (some for more than 10 years) that would allow Web Apps to compete with the App Store, both in iOS and in Safari.

3. **Bugs**
   Apple's iOS Safari is significantly more buggy and unstable than its rivals making it unviable as a platform for applications.
5.3. Apple has effectively banned all Third-Party browsers

The Apple App Store Review Guidelines contain the following rule:

“2.5.6 Apps that browse the web must use the appropriate WebKit framework and WebKit Javascript.”

Webkit is the engine that powers Safari and several Linux browsers. Apple also produces a “WebKit framework” that is included in its operating systems (macOS, iOS, iPadOS, tvOS, and watchOS).

In practice, Section 2.5.6 is a requirement that iOS and iPadOS browsers from Google, Microsoft, Mozilla, Samsung, Opera cannot use their own engines the way they do everywhere else. These engines take hundreds of thousands of engineer hours to develop, and are excluded from Apple’s most successful consumer operating systems. Competing browser vendors are only allowed to produce shells around a very specific, unaltered version of Safari’s WebView; a component whose features Apple dictates.

All rival iOS browsers in the App Store are essentially Safari under the hood. This Browser Ban is unique to Apple’s iOS.

"Apple has a browser monopoly on iOS, which is something Microsoft was never able to achieve with IE"

Scott Gilbertson - The Register

“All of this is compounded by yet another Apple policy: no third-party browser engines. You can install apps like Chrome, Firefox, Brave, DuckDuckGo, and others on the iPhone — but fundamentally they’re all just skins on top of Apple’s WebKit engine. That means that Apple’s decisions on what web features to support on Safari are final. If Apple were to find a way to be comfortable letting competing web browsers run their own browser engines, a lot of this tension would dissipate.”

Dieter Bohn and Tom Warren - The Verge

“So it’s not just one browser that falls behind. It’s all browsers on iOS. The whole web on iOS falls behind. And iOS has become so important that the entire web platform is being held back as a result.”

Niels Leenheer - HTML5test
"because WebKit has literally zero competition on iOS, because Apple doesn't allow competition, the incentive to make Safari better is much lighter than it could (should) be."

Chris Coyier - CSS Tricks

"What Gruber conveniently failed to mention is that Apple's banning of third-party browser engines on iOS is repressing innovation in web apps."

Richard MacManus - NewsStack

No other major operating system imposes a ban on integrated third-party browsers (browsers that include their own engines). Microsoft Windows, Android, Linux, and Apple's own macOS all enable choice of integrated browser. Even Google's ChromeOS, named after its browser, is more open to competing engines than iOS.

Despite this uniquely anti-competitive situation, Apple has managed to evade regulatory oversight. Browser choice is what drives the technology forward which ultimately results in better, faster, more reliable software for users.

Microsoft's IE6 was once the dominant browser with a 95% market share due to its pre-installation on Windows. Without competition on the Windows platform, browser development remained stagnant for years until Firefox's market share triggered Microsoft to start investing in browsers once again. At no point did Microsoft ban competing browsers as Apple has done.

---

1 “Usage share of web browsers - Wikipedia.”
5.3.1. Hobbled Competition even within Safari clones

Apple's hobbling of third party browsers doesn't stop at mandating a specific version of Webkit, Apple provides Safari significant unfair advantages.

The major issues include:

1. **Full Screen Video**
   Safari is allowed to make video full screen, the other “browsers” are prevented from doing so, except on iPad.

   It is hard to see the rationale for allowing it on iPad but disabling it on iPhone.

2. **Full Screen Games**
   Canvas, a software component, which is essential for Games can not be made full screen. Apple *derives most of their App Store revenue from games.*

3. **No Web Apps**
   The other “browsers” can not install Web Apps. Only Safari can.

4. **Extensions**
   Only Safari can use extensions which are used by many users, including to block advertising.

5. **Apple Pay**
   Apple limits the integration of Apple Pay with the other browsers.

6. **In-App Browsers**
   Regardless of the user's default browser setting, iOS will always force the user to use Safari instead of the user's choice of browser. An In-App Browser is a browser that you would see inside an application like twitter when you visit a link from inside the application.
5.4. Safari Lags Behind and is Missing Key Features

It's well known in the web-development industry that Safari is far behind on critical web-features (emphasis added).

“The reason we lost Safari on Windows is the same reason we are losing Safari on Mac. We didn’t innovate or enhance Safari. If you want to compete on something across all platforms, it needs to be the best. We had an amazing start on Safari and then stopped innovating. Now, we are starting to work on Safari again but look at Chrome. They put out releases at least every month while we basically do it once a year”

Eddy Cue - Apple’s Senior Vice President of Services

“Apple’s Safari lags considerably behind its peers in supporting web features.”

Scott Gilbertson - The Register

“Apple’s web engine consistently trails others in both compatibility and features, resulting in a large and persistent gap with Apple’s native platform.”

Alex Russell - Program Manager on Microsoft Edge

“Safari just doesn’t support key features — and Safari’s the only option”

Dieter Bohn and Tom Warren - The Verge

“It’s not just the lack of choice in browser engines on iOS, it’s that WebKit itself is deficient as a browser engine.”

Richard MacManus - The New Stack
5.4.1. Web Platform Tests

The [Web Platform Tests Dashboard](#) shows this numerically by showing _every failure_ that _only_ fails in just one browser.

As can be seen as at 10/11/2021, for each of the experimental builds of these browsers:

- **4180 Failures** - Safari
- **1346 Failures** - Firefox
- **494 Failures** - Chrome

Safari is objectively lagging the competition, and this is likely because Apple has no browser competition on the operating system most important to their business, iOS.

The [Web Platform Tests Dashboard](#) is a comprehensive test suite built by the developers of browsers themselves, including Mozilla, Google, Apple, Opera, and others. Not every browser supports every feature, and tests may vary in quality, but this is the closest to _"ground truth"_ regarding the fine-grained detail of interoperability for all browsers. The failures listed above are _only_ features that fail in just one browser.
5.4.2. Progressive Web App Feature Detector

The Progressive Web App Feature Detector is a high-level test that can provide directional understanding for developers attempting to assess the suitability of Web Apps for addressing their needs. It contains a short but important list of features that are used throughout native apps. Below is a comparison showing Chrome 95 running on a Samsung Galaxy S20 on the left, and Safari running on an iPhone X with iOS 15.1 on the right.
5.4.3. Missing Functionality

Safari – or more specifically the WebKit engine that powers it – is well behind the competition.

OWA identified the most important functionality specifically for Web Apps that are available on native or other browsers but missing in Safari.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>Safari</th>
<th>Chrome</th>
<th>Firefox</th>
<th>Edge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Install Prompts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rejected (7+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Notifications</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>In Development (7+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>First Class Web Apps</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No Signal (5+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>App Store Support</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Rejected (14+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fullscreen API</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Rejected (11+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Badging</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No Signal (5+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Deep Links</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No Signal (7+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Screen Orientation Lock</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No Signal (10+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rejected (5+ Years)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rejected (1+ Year)</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
<td>#AppleBrowserBan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table exposes many anti-competitive issues, namely:

1. Competing Browser’s on iOS are unable to implement functionality that they can on Android
2. Apple has stagnated development and are many years behind the competition
3. All of the functionality listed above is available for iOS Native Apps
4. Google’s refusal to provide competitors a method of minting WebAPK’s prevents competing browsers from producing viable Web Apps.
5.4.3.1. Install Prompts (7+ Years Behind)

The ability to install Web Apps with at least the same level as ease as a native app. See 5.4.5, iOS Web App Installation - A well hidden Safari exclusive for more details.

This enables the developer to prompt to install a Web App when a user visits a website. For any implementation to be fair, it needs to match any requirements for native install prompts.

Success Criteria Include:

1. The prompt needs to appear **on the first load** of the website OR by developer request. Since Apple acts as a gatekeeper they should not provide any preference to installing their own apps.

2. The language used by the Install Prompts should not convey the idea that Web Apps are inferior to Native apps. I.e. they should use the same language as native apps. “Install” instead of “Add to Homescreeen”

3. The UI should be at a minimum equal in encouraging a user to install an app as the UIs provided on websites for installing native apps.

5.4.3.2. Notifications (7+ Years behind other browsers, 13+ years behind native)

Notifications are essential for a wide range of applications. Without notifications many apps can not function (i.e. Messaging Apps, Social Media apps etc). In general notification functionality should be equivalent to native.

Success criteria for notifications include:

1. The initial Enabling/Disable notifications prompt for an installed Web App should be equivalent to enabling notifications for a native app in terms of user experience and ease-of-use.

2. Delivery of notifications is equivalent to native applications including as it applies to reliability, speed (i.e. the time it takes the notification to reach the device) and whether or not the notification wakes the device when it is in “sleep mode”.

3. Users should be able to enable / disable notifications in system settings in the same manner and ease that they enable / disable native apps.
5.4.3.3. First Class Web Apps (5+ Years behind)

“First Class Web Apps” is a general term that is used to describe a Web App that has equivalent integration into the operating system as a native app.

This includes:

- Settings
- Quick Launch Menus
- Integration with Voice Assistants
- Storage

Without full integration, this becomes a **significant barrier** to adoption. Businesses (especially large ones) will not take the risk of building Web Apps if they have any significant issues. The overarching principle to ensure Web Apps are able to compete is equality with native apps. That is, installing and managing a Web App should not be worse than installing and managing a native app.

There should be no suggestion to the user that a Web App is inferior or different from a native app.

**Double Prompts and the Permission Problem**

Currently on iOS Web Apps are not considered as “real” apps by the operating system. They don't show up on the settings menu, they don't show up on App shortcuts, and they don't appear on any of the privacy menus.

With the current architecture, for a Web-App to have permission to perform an action, Safari must have that permission. This is unobvious to all but experts. Therefore our recommendation is that permissions should be attached to the Web App itself and not to the browser.

For Example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safari</th>
<th>Web App</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permission OFF</td>
<td>Permission ON</td>
<td>Permission ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permission ON</td>
<td>Permission ON</td>
<td>Permission ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permission OFF</td>
<td>Permission OFF</td>
<td>Permission OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i.e. If Safari has notifications OFF and AmazingWebApp has notification ON, AmazingWebApp can still send notifications.
As the functionality of Web Apps in Safari improves, it will become critically important to enable users to have explicit control over what those Apps can and can't do in a way that a normal user can understand.

User's need to be able to easily grant and revoke permissions from web apps. This is essential for the success of Web Apps. As an example if users can not easily and individually disable and enable notifications per app, then user's might be more inclined to preemptively block them thus providing a significant advantage to native ecosystems.

We recommend that all Web Apps should appear on the settings page and privacy pages identically to Native Apps.

This should include:

- Settings (Appearing on the settings page and in search)
- Privacy (Location Services / Bluetooth / Camera / Microphone etc)
- General > iPhone Storage
- General > Background App Refresh
- Siri Suggestions (With no order preference to native apps)

Singleton Installations (i.e. the ability to only install a Web App once) is likely to be a prerequisite.

5.4.3.4. App Store Support (3+ Years behind)

Many companies will still want to list their Web Apps in the Apple AppStore. Android already provides this functionality with Trusted Web Activities.

Apple should provide a method where developers who have signed up to the Apple Developer Program can use an API to submit Web Apps to the Apple AppStore.

This should not require users to purchase an Apple Mac or require xcode (i.e. developers should be free to use Windows or Linux). It's our belief that this will help drive Web App adoption.
5.4.3.5. Fullscreen API (11+ years behind)

Specific types of apps such as games require fullscreen to work properly. Apple currently only allows fullscreen for video and not for “canvas” which is required for games and other graphics intensive apps.

5.4.3.6. Badging (5+ years behind)

Badging, which is outlined in more detail in section 5.4.4. Short Example allows the app to show a number to indicate the user that something has happened.

Users need the ability to disable badging and this should be managed in the same way badging is managed for native apps.

Success criteria include:

1. Badges update at the same speed as native apps (including in the background)
2. Badges can be enabled/disabled in the same manner as native apps.

5.4.3.7. Deep Links (7+ years behind)

Deep links also known as URL Protocol Handlers provide the ability to link into a Web App from another Web App or Native App via links.

Note that the equivalent has been available for a very long time in native apps.

5.4.3.8. Screen Orientation Lock (10+ Years Behind)

Screen Orientation Lock allows a user to lock the screen to either horizontal or vertical. This is essential to many types of apps, but especially games.

5.4.3.9. Bluetooth (5+ Years Behind)

Discussed at length in 5.5.1. Fingerprinting and Web Device APIs, bluetooth allows apps to connect to printers / scanners / internet of things / toys. There are entire categories of apps that can’t be built without Web Bluetooth.
5.4.3.10. NFC (1+ Year Behind)

Apple has mentioned in regulatory filings issues with NFC and what is called Card Emulation Mode, but they have also refused to implement the entire Web NFC specification in Safari even though it doesn't include Card Emulation Mode. Since they have effectively banned all other third party browsers no other browser can provide NFC functionality.

So far Apple has not provided any detailed reasoning as to why they are blocking this functionality besides the following:

"I'm not sure what specifics you're looking for but the issue is that we don't believe permission prompt is sufficient mitigation. Ordinary people don't understand the full security & privacy implications of granting NFC access when asked."

Ryosuke Niwa - Apple

The Web NFC specification contains an extensive security and privacy section, but Apple has made little effort to productively convey or solve any perceived security issues. By only providing NFC functionality via its native ecosystem Apple effectively forces any developer that wishes to produce a mobile app with NFC to create a Native App where they can take a 30% cut.

As part of our submission we would argue that Apple should not be able to block NFC access to third party browsers except where Apple applies on a demonstrably consistent basis to Apple's own Apps and Apps from the iOS App Store (including by rules with analogous intent).

Additionally any blocks should be narrowly tailored to solve particular security issues and Apple should be compelled to publicly answer and publicly provide technical documentation to any reasonable questions related to these rules or the evidence for them.

NFC has a huge range of current and future applications:

- Cashless payments
- Asset Tracking
- Time / Attendance / Check-In
  - Businesses
  - Universities
  - Schools
- Opening Doors
  - Hotels
  - Houses
  - Guest Access
  - Corporate
The door to innovation needs to be left open without Apple acting as the gatekeeper except to provide very narrow scope, heavily justified security, privacy or digital safety protections.

Our current recommendation is that Apple be forced to provide hardware access to NFC to other third party browsers for the purposes of implementing the NFC specification (which currently only covers NDEF which is already provided to iOS native apps) and should be forced to expand that access as the Web NFC specification expands to cover other parts of NFC. In the case where Apple believes a security risk is too great to users, Apple should prove the harm to users is greater than the loss of utility.
5.4.3.11. Other Important Functionality

A more general list of important missing functionality is:

- **General**
  - Push Notifications
  - SQL (WebSQL or equivalent replacement)
  - AV1/AVIF and VP8/VP9/WebP (open Media Codecs)
  - Compression Streams
  - Keyboard Lock and Keyboard Layout APIs
  - Declarative Shadow DOM
  - Reporting API
  - Permissions API
  - Screen Wakelock
  - Intersection Observer V2
  - Shared Workers and Broadcast Channels
  - Background Sync
  - Background Fetch API

- **Essential Media APIs**
  - Background Audio in Third Party Browsers and Web Apps
    - [https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=198277](https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=198277)
  - Features and functionality in PushKit
  - Features and functionality in Callkit

- **Essential Web App APIs**
  - Web App Install Prompts
  - PWA App Shortcuts
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○ getInstalledRelatedApps()
○ Periodic Background Sync
○ Web Share Target
○ Content Indexing
○ Badging

● Device APIs

○ Web Bluetooth
○ Web NFC
○ Web USB
○ Web MIDI
○ Web Serial
○ Web HID
○ Shape Detection
○ Generic Sensors API

● Gaming and 3D-related APIs

○ Fullscreen API for <canvas> and non-<video> elements
○ WASM Threads
○ Shared Array Buffers
○ SIMD
○ WebXR
○ Offscreen Canvas

The article Progress Delayed is Progress Denied is a detailed look at how far Safari has fallen behind in features.

Not every developer needs every feature listed above but some are the critical missing piece required to build a Web App instead of a Native App. For competition between Web Apps and Native Apps it’s important to compare the functionality of Web Apps with Native Apps and not simply between browsers.
5.4.4. Short Example

To expand on each of these to explain why these missing features are important to developers would be a lengthy undertaking so instead we will highlight just a few and explain why they are essential to allow Web Apps to compete with the App Store. Please note that most of these capabilities or something analogous are possible in Native Applications.

Imagine you were building a social networking App and decided to build it as a Web App instead of as a Native App.

The two key pieces of functionality you would need to compete with the App Store would be being able to notify a user when they have received a new message (Push Notifications) and being able to add unread message count badges to the App Icon (App Badging). Both of these features are missing on iOS for Web Apps despite coming out for Native Apps more than 10 years ago. Multiple browsers support these features across many operating systems, both desktop and mobile whereas iOS Safari does not.

Twitter has built a high-quality Web App for Twitter that you can install on iOS but they still recommend you use the iOS Twitter App, likely due to these critical missing features.

An App Badge showing a count of 29 on iOS in 2011.

Because of these missing features entire categories of apps can either not be built using the web or which ensure that the native app is significantly better.
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5.4.5. iOS Web App Installation - A well hidden Safari exclusive

Apple heavily preferences Native Apps while placing strong limitations on Web Apps.

On Android devices, Web Apps are easy to find and install. Firefox / Chrome & Edge all provide functionality that allow developers to make installing Web Apps on Android simple, intuitive and easy.

By comparison it can be very difficult to explain to a user how to install a web-app on iOS through Safari, as it is hidden away and requires multiple steps to find. It could be argued that Apple benefits from this as it will drive companies to use native apps. Apple makes it easy to install native apps with Smart App Banners while making it very difficult to install Web Apps.

For the other reskinned/rebranded Safari WebView browsers (Chrome/Edge/Firefox) Apple has blocked them from installing Web Apps. This functionality is exclusive to Safari.

5.4.5.1. Android

On Android devices, the process for installing a Web App on either Firefox or Chrome is very straightforward and there are many options as shown by the following examples taken from web.dev.

Developers have a huge freedom of choice and can add installers in headers, footers, menu bars, and temporary pop-ups backed by an open API. This ensures that there is minimal difficulty installing a Web App on Android.
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Your app

- Menu 1
- Menu 2
- Menu 3

Find what you need faster with our free app!
Not now  Install

Keep reading, even when you’re on the train!
Not now  Install

Install
Installing uses almost no storage and provides a quick way to return to this app.
Install
Finally there is a clearly marked “Install App” on the main menu. As demonstrated there is **no barrier** to installing Web Apps on Android systems and is made easy for developers to add and users to use.

As a real life example, the game [https://proxx.app](https://proxx.app) displays a pop-up bottom banner when you first play, sliding that up displays more information about the app. Tapping install can directly install the app although the exact experience differs between different manufacturers devices.
5.4.5.2. iOS Safari

The process on iOS Safari is considerably more difficult and quite a bit more hidden and awkward. The majority of users we have asked do not know the functionality exists and have never used it. Apple has refused to implement this feature without any good justification providing App Store apps a significant advantage over Web Apps.

On iOS, Apple makes installing native apps very easy with Smart App Banners while making installing open Web Apps as obscure as possible. Even when on phone support with users it can be difficult to explain how to add a Web App. This is not a problem on Android.

You can see in the example taken from Apple’s documentation that a link to the native app is prominently displayed at the top of the screen.
To install a Web App on iOS the current process is as follows:

1. The user must know to hit this “share” button. Even this share button can be **obscured** if the user has scrolled, because the bottom bar is hidden away.

2. This causes a bottom panel to be displayed on screen. Then the user **must know** to scroll down that panel. At this point it is obvious that installing Web Apps is deeply obscured.
3. Then the user must hit the "Add to Home Screen" button.

4. Then the user must hit "Add".

5. Finally the Web App appears on the user’s home screen.
Other “browsers” on iOS do not have the ability to install Web Apps.

This means that despite simply being thin user interface shells around Safari’s WebKit, every “browser” on iOS including Firefox, Chrome, Edge, Opera, Brave can not add Web Apps. Users visiting a Web App capable site in these browsers on iOS would not even find the install button unless they would know to switch to Safari, then go through the steps as described here. This is clearly evidence of Apple preferencing their browser and native apps.
5.4.5.3. App Clips

An App Clip is a micro-version of native iOS application which allows consumers to load and use part of the application without installing the full application.

App Clips as shown on Apple.com

This is good for native application developers who want to decrease friction by allowing users to nearly instantly preview or use a subsection of functionality. An App Clip does not require a user to have to go through the App Store, removing a key barrier.

As seen in the previous section, Apple has not implemented any way to inform users that they can install a Web App, and makes the whole installation process very cumbersome. In the meantime, Apple has added the ability for developers to display these native App Clip panels on top of web pages often to incite users to use a native app instead of the web page they are currently viewing.

Apple's addition of this feature while at the same time ensuring that Web Apps are hidden away, difficult to install and have other barriers to adoption which increase user friction, is a clear demonstration of anti-competitive behaviour.
5.4.5.4. Smart App Banners

Apple has a technology called Smart App Banners. These are little banners that appear in Safari when visiting a url that matches the universal link patterns set for an App or by including a special meta tag.

If the App is not installed it displays a deep link to the iOS App Store. If the App is installed it provides a link to open the App on iOS.
According to this complaint there is no way for the developer to stop the Smart App Banner from appearing even if they do not add the meta-tag. Provided the universal link patterns set for an App match it will display the banner.

There is no meta-tag to disable this behavior, forcing all developers to include a banner on their Website even if they wish to disable it is a clear attempt to direct traffic off the Web and into Apple’s ecosystem. Smart App Banners should likely be opt-in and respect the developers wishes. At the very least developers should be able to opt-out.

5.4.5.5. Dark Patterns

“Dark patterns are design elements that deliberately obscure, mislead, coerce and/or deceive website visitors into making unintended and possibly harmful choices.”

Misha Ketchell - The Conversation

The friction added to installing Web Apps by hiding away installation options, preventing the installation from other “browsers” and the clear preference shown to native apps through Smart Banners and App Clips are arguably dark patterns and can completely hobble developers' attempts to provide apps to their users through the open web.

Despite Apple's claims to regulators that “PWAs eliminate the need to download a developer's app through the App Store (or other means)” the reality is that Apple has limited the user experience for Web Apps to the point where developers are forced to develop native apps.
5.5. Apple Uses Flawed Privacy Arguments

“The most dangerous feature that browsers have are not the device API’s; it is the ability to link to and download native apps.”

Niels Leenheer - HTML5test

5.5.1. Fingerprinting and Web Device APIs

The goal of fingerprinting is to reidentify users uniquely (without their permission), this is typically for advertising purposes. This is done by collecting many different data points about the device (ip address, screen size, operating system version, existence of certain fonts). Each of those data points cannot identify an individual, but it could be possible to track users if you have enough of these data points and combine them.

Apple has rejected certain web standard device APIs that would provide Web Apps equivalent capabilities to Native Apps (the web standard versions are actually arguably much more strict and secure than their native counterparts, see Section 4.14 below).

“Finally, if we find that features and web APIs increase fingerprintability and offer no safe way to protect our users, we will not implement them until we or others have found a good way to reduce that fingerprintability.”

Apple

This was the stated reason Apple used to reject WebBluetooth from Safari (Webkit). This doesn’t make a great deal of sense.

Bluetooth is a short-range, standardized wireless technology standard that is used for exchanging data between fixed and mobile devices over short distances. Web Bluetooth is an API that provides the ability to connect and interact with Bluetooth Low Energy peripherals (but not classic Bluetooth devices, for security reasons). For example printers, toys, scanners, lights, home automation, washing machines, dryers, scanners, payment devices and a huge list of other “Internet of Things” (IoT) devices.

With Web Bluetooth, a Web App can not get a list of bluetooth devices. Instead, only with user interaction (e.g., clicking on a button), can a site request the browser open a permission prompt to connect to a Bluetooth device and the site can provide filters to potentially reduce the list to devices it can understand, but cannot skip the user’s consent. The list is made available to the user, not to the Website/Web App. The user can give access to a single device or deny access altogether.
This is a very unreliable method of fingerprinting and requires a scary permission prompt to the user on each Web App.

Similar arguments can be extended to each of the other hardware APIs, they are all difficult to use for fingerprinting as it’s impossible to do so without alerting the users and requiring their permission.

“Device APIs are simply bad for fingerprinting. It is unreliable and really obvious when it is used.”

Niels Leenheer – HTML5test

We are not saying that iOS Safari must implement every feature implemented by the other browsers, in fact it is healthy for browser makers to pursue their own vision for the web. What is a problem is that Apple has banned all other browsers, so on iOS users have no option to use a different browser that does support these APIs.

It should be expected that privacy and security standards that apply to the web should also apply to native apps where Apple derives their profit.

Apple by both not supporting these APIs in iOS Safari and banning all competing browsers, is making it impossible for Web Apps to compete with native apps in cases where these device APIs are a core or important part of the application.

It is important to note here that Apple in their rejection of Web Bluetooth and other Device APIs have focused on fingerprinting (as opposed to firmware hacks) despite doing a far poorer job in mitigating these risks in native. Possibly this is in a effort to frame the rejection of these features through the lens that both Apple is pro-privacy as opposed to a general belief that the web should not be an application platform on iOS, and as a slight on other browsers vendors/developers by implying they want these features in order to spy on users.
5.5.2. Native vs Web Privacy/Security

The web's paranoid security model was not developed in a vacuum. Browsers have evolved to place a high value on security and privacy, and the same is true of the Web Bluetooth Security Model.

Behind each expansion of browser capabilities is a simple idea: if browsers do not provide important features, users will feel the need to install applications to meet their computing needs. It is also important to note that there is no discussion of entirely removing for example bluetooth from iOS (web and native).

Therefore, privacy and security risks must be viewed in terms of mitigation and in comparison with native apps. As such bluetooth is a useful example to compare web and native in utility/privacy and security. From this vantage point, we can compare the level of care taken by browsers in exposing bluetooth devices versus native apps.

5.5.2.1. Potential security/privacy concerns

A number of potential security and privacy issues have been raised by participants in the Working Group developing the Web Bluetooth standard:

These include:

- Malicious messages sent to poorly designed, or older, bluetooth devices.
  A Website/Web App could connect to poorly designed older bluetooth devices and then hack them to launch further attacks on the user.

  Note for this attack to work:

  1. The device needs to be poorly designed without functionality that prevents an attacker from doing harmful actions. Note that most devices that offer a harmful actions have security protections in place (i.e. they required updates in place)

  2. The attacker needs to have specific code that targets that device, the user has to own that device and then ask to connect to that device and then the user has to give the website permission.

  3. The Web Bluetooth specification maintains a block-list of known-vulnerable devices which browsers are expected to block from connections.
4. Browsers include the ability to strip permissions, including blocking the loading of websites that act maliciously in this way (e.g., Google's SafeBrowsing, used by Chrome and Firefox, and Microsoft SmartScreen).

- Collecting lists of nearby devices (for location tracking)

Shops could place bluetooth devices on their premises and a Website/Web App with completely unfettered access to bluetooth could connect to them thus revealing the users' location without permission.

Thankfully, the Web Bluetooth specification prevents this ambient attack by creating the opportunity for a user to select the devices they wish to connect to before any data is sent.

- Fingerprinting

The goal of fingerprinting is to reidentify users uniquely (without their permission), this is typically for advertising purposes. Typical fingerprinting is done by silently collecting many different data points on the website (ip address, screen size, operating system, existence of certain fonts). Each data point is unlikely to uniquely identify an individual, but it is possible to track users if you have enough of them. A user connecting to the same device on two different websites could uniquely identify the user.

Web Bluetooth adds a strong deterrent to ambient fingerprinting through the addition of a user-visible permission prompt. Permission-based APIs are not frequently used for fingerprinting today due to the low acceptance rates by users of these grants, making them nearly useless for pervasive, low-friction fingerprinting.

Risks endure for users who have elevated threats and clear their caches, but thanks to the permission model of Web Bluetooth, browsers can also inform users of the risks of re-identification at the time of use. By managing these capabilities more tightly than native OS APIs (which expose blanket grants to bluetooth stacks), browsers mitigate these risks more directly.
5.5.2.2. Process for connecting to a device on web and iOS native

5.5.2.2.1. Web

The process in the web specification is as follows:

1. Upon a user gesture (click, touching a button etc) the Website/Web App may request to connect to a specific bluetooth device OR they may provide a specific category of device to be used as a filter.

2. The browser displays a prompt to the user indicating that the Website / Web App would like to connect to a bluetooth enabled device and displays a list of devices.

   The Website/Web App never gets to see this list of bluetooth devices, it may not connect to any device without specific consent.

3. If the user choices to connect to a device, the Website/Web App may now communicate with that specific device

4. This permission can be revoked at any time via the browser but it is important to note it is only for this specific Website/Web App and only the specifically chosen device

   https://googlechrome.github.io/ wants to pair with:

   Polar H7 3FE6D81A

   HR Monitor G09

   Not seeing your device? Search again or Get help.

   PAIR
5.5.2.2.2. iOS Native

The process for iOS native applications using Swift CoreBluetooth is:

1. Declare that the application needs to use bluetooth along with a description in the info.plist *

2. On first boot of the application, it will ask the user permission (via a prompt) to use bluetooth *

3. If the user agrees the application now has access to bluetooth *

4. This permission can be revoked at any time via user settings

5. The application can now get lists of any nearby bluetooth devices and connect/communicate with them indefinitely without user interaction.

* Until 2019, steps 1 - 3 were not required. This means before 2019 that the very large number of apps with bluetooth permissions track all users and connect to any device.
5.5.2.3. How does iOS bluetooth for native apps mitigate these concerns?

The permission system on iOS is a bit more of a blank check. Once given initial Bluetooth permission, applications are essentially given free reign to do whatever they want with regards to Bluetooth. They can list all nearby devices (without user interaction) and they can communicate with any nearby Bluetooth device (without user interaction).

Prior to iOS 13 (late 2019) the situation was even worse. Applications did not even need to ask for bluetooth permission at all.

Many companies were using this to track users' locations without their consent. Shops were placing bluetooth beacons in their stores and then tracking users' physical location without consent. This was only possibly due to the weak security/privacy implementation on iOS Native CoreBluetooth. Note this still has not been fixed and this sort of abuse is still possible today, provided an application can convince a user that it has a plausible reason to provide access to bluetooth (a simple yes/no prompt).

All three of the above listed privacy/security concerns are currently essentially unmitigated except by:

- App Store Review (a dubious defense)
- The user giving permission to access bluetooth once
It’s odd that Apple is not implementing Web-Bluetooth over security/privacy concerns and, in effect, forcing users to download a native app with far broader powers when they don’t appear to have adopted equivalently strong protections within their native app ecosystem. Rejecting WebBluetooth on these grounds is nonsensical.

These issues still have not been fixed with native iOS Apps bluetooth permissions. Their APIs were not designed to enable a more respectful prompt the way the Web Bluetooth specification was, and shifting all existing applications to a less invasive model may break many unmaintained programs. In these tradeoffs Apple could choose user privacy and security and against invasive developers, but they have not, and yet they hold up the less problematic web API as an unacceptable risk.

When comparing risk in allowing a Web App feature, the comparison is not between the risk the feature brings and nothing (i.e not allowing the feature). The comparison is between the feature and getting the user to download a native application with an analogous feature.

As shown in the previous sections, with regards to bluetooth the web is far more restricted, secure and private than what is allowed in native. It could be argued that not allowing Web Bluetooth is actually worsening the user’s risk profile, in addition to denying them convenient functionality. If the only alternative is to download a native app with far greater permissions then this arguably puts the user at greater risk.

Web Bluetooth is largely analogous to the other Device APIs.

Device APIs and File System Access are probably the most complex in terms of security privacy. There are legitimate security concerns (as there are with equivalent APIs for native applications). The web specifications have in our opinion largely mitigated these concerns (certainly far better than native apps on iOS have).

Apple has done an extremely poor job communicating what their concerns are (in sufficient technical detail, including why they think the mitigations are insufficient) to developers and other browser vendors.

5.5.2.4. Safari WebBluetooth Extension

“Can’t we solve this using browser extensions?”

Daniel Bates - Apple Webkit Team - 8th November 2017
In the last public discussion about Web Bluetooth Standard between Apple and the other browser vendors it was suggested that browser extensions could offer a potential solution.

The idea is that users who need Web Bluetooth could install a browser extension via the iOS App Store that provides this functionality to Safari. A prototype of this has been produced for iOS.

While developers producing these types of extensions are almost certainly just trying to help users, this solution is problematic for several reasons:

1. Security/Privacy is hard, Device APIs are powerful and while they provide great utility this seems more a job for the dedicated teams at the browser vendors to handle.

2. iOS Native has poor privacy protection relative to Web Bluetooth and the developer of these extensions would need to attempt to replicate all the mitigations in the extension itself.

3. It is arguably a dark pattern to discourage usage of Web Apps vs Native Apps to add extra hoops for users wanting to use Bluetooth on the web. This style of solution would presumably be unacceptable for Native Apps.
5.5.2.5. Apple's Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA)

"Apple has a tactical commitment to your privacy, not a moral one. When it comes down to guarding your privacy or losing access to Chinese markets and manufacturing, your privacy is jettisoned without a second thought."

Cory Doctorow - Former European director of the Electronic Frontier Foundation

Given Apple's strong stance on user privacy on the web, to the point of rejecting extremely useful functionality on the mere possibility that a user could be assigned a unique identifier it may surprise readers to learn that Apple offers a method to uniquely fingerprint users in native apps called Apple's Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA).

Up until iOS 10 there was no way for users to disable this, starting in iOS 14 users are asked via this slightly ambiguous prompt if they consent (about 20% of users have turned this operating system provided fingerprint off).

Even when users do turn this functionality off, due to Natives' very permissive privacy and security model (relative to the Web) Apps can continue to fingerprint users.

"Our investigation found the iPhone's tracking protections are nowhere nearly as comprehensive as Apple's advertising might suggest. We found at least three popular iPhone games share a substantial amount of identifying information with ad companies, even after being asked not to track.

When we flagged our findings to Apple, it said it was reaching out to these companies to understand what information they are collecting and how they are sharing it. After several weeks, nothing appears to have changed."

Geoffrey Fowler And Tatum Hunter - Washington Post
The only consistent privacy policy with Apple's concern for uniquely fingerprinting users on the web and with users being tricked via prompt) would be to remove this functionality from iOS altogether.

Apple has not announced any plans to entirely remove this functionality from iOS. Apple's privacy stance needs to be consistent to believe that they are doing it for the benefit of the user. If they apply strict conditions that limit functionality on the web but allow pervasive tracking in native it can be argued they are providing pervasive tracking in the area which generates revenue while applying heavy restrictions beyond what is needed to prevent tracking on the other side.
5.6. iOS Safari is Buggy

In the Mozilla Developer Network Web Developer Needs Assessment 2020 Survey developers listed browser compatibility issues as the largest issue as defined by:

- Having to support specific browsers (e.g. IE 11)
- Avoiding or removing a feature that doesn't work across browsers
- Making a design look/work the same across browsers
- Testing across browsers

Drilling down further it was specific browsers that were causing the issues.

Internet Explorer is at End of Life in June 2022, and has not been in serious development since 2015. This means that Safari causes at least 5 times more issues than the next active browser on the list.

Note that Edge (based on the EdgeHTML engine) has been discontinued and now accounts for much less than 1% of global use. The Edge browser has been rebuilt on Chromium.
This suggests that once Internet Explorer ceases to be used (its usage is already below 1%) then the primary browser causing serious issues for developers will be Safari.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Usage Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet Explorer</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari on iOS</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge (EdgeHTML)</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox for Desktop</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome for Desktop</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera Mini</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge (Chromium)</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Internet</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome for Android</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox for Android</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Browser</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QQ Browser</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baidu</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other browser</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Safari on iOS has had countless, severe application breaking bugs that make it impossible to use as a foundation for a stable application. Furthermore, the mechanism by which updates for Safari on iOS are pushed to users, requiring a full OS update instead of just updating the browser, means it can take multiple weeks, if not months, for a severe bug to be fixed. All this time, Web Apps and sites may be broken or even unusable. This means many companies are forced to develop native applications simply for the stability they provide.

It is important to note that we believe these bugs are likely a result of reverse incentives in relation to the App Store and a lack of competition which has led to a systemic underfunding of the Safari/webkit team for many years. It's likely that the Safari/Webkit team is working as hard as they can to make a stable browser but just can't keep up because Apple has not provided enough resources for them to be able to do it.
5.6.1. State of CSS Survey

CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets which is used for formatting and layout for websites and Web Apps. It is one of the four languages used to develop websites and Web Apps, along with HTML, JavaScript and WebAssembly. It is used in nearly every web page, and is definitionally an uncontroversial core web standard.

The State of CSS survey of web developers recently had a question about “pain points” and “browser incompatibilities”. In the raw text of the answers, the yellow lines are the ones that contain the word Safari:
Extracting some of the quotes from the survey, it’s obvious that the opinion among developers that Safari is both buggy and lagging behind features is commonly shared amongst developers. Safari/iOS/webkit/iPhone/ipad was mentioned 369 times several times. By comparison Firefox only had 12 negative mentions in the entire survey.

Here are some extracts from the survey:

“I hate Safari with a passion of a thousand burning suns.”

“Why is Safari so crap? Why on earth do I still have discussions about IE11?”

“The Safari team should put their head out of their arse - Safari, Especially iOS Safari, are such a pain to work with as a webdeveloper, they lag years behind on too many features for both CSS & JS.”

“Safari feels pretty behind the times most of the time”

“Safari is always years behind Edge/Chrome and has many many many bugs related to viewheight/scroll.”

“iOS Safari is the biggest limiting factor in all web development.”

“mostly things that safari is catching up on”

“safari is evil”

“Flex gap :/ it’s so good but Safari is the new IE.”

“Safari is the main problem”

“Full screen height is a pain to work with in Safari”

“Still have been held back by IE11, but that ends soon. (Safari though...)”

“Anything Safari doesn’t want to implement”

“Safari is just weird a lot”

“Too many to list for Safari on iOS/ipadOS”
“Only lacking/lagging support in Safari”

“Safari in general has issues with standards implementation”

"All of CSS with Safari. Notch specially"

"All the new stuff being held back by Safari"

"Anything iOS Safari doesn't support is a blocker, because its rendering engine is mandatory in iOS."

"Anything new when using a WebKit browser -."

"Anything related to Apple company, most of the new features are not available over there ;)

"Anything safari does not support"

"Anything Safari doesn't want to implement"

"Anything that Firefox and Chrome support but Safari doesn't. It's a pain having to account for Apple's low bar."

"Anything that's implemented differently in Safari & iOS Safari"

"Better Safari update cycle, detached from OS updates"

"Bugs in Safari related to shadow DOM."

"Everything Safari doesn't support but Chromium & Firefox do"

"Flex gap, damn you Safari!"

"focus-visible is not yet supported by Safari"

"For whatever reasons, I wish Safari was quicker at implementing things."

"Full screen height is a pain to work with in Safari"
"height being inconsistent on IOS safari"

"I hate Safari."

"I have more and more instances where stuff works everywhere but not in Safari."

"I just treat safari as a hellhole where css goes to die"

"I often find myself with layout issues that only happen in Safari"

"I'm not sure exactly what it is, but Safari is now my problem child across all metrics. It seems to be a little different each time, but overall Safari is always the browser with CSS related bugs."

"Incompatibilities, poor CSS support in Safari"

"It is difficult for me to treat Safari as an important testing target or to pretend I care about its compatibility when Apple seems utterly determined to make it difficult to test on Safari, and to use its incompatibilities to hold back open web development on Mac and especially on iOS. I increasingly feel that Safari doesn't really want to be part of a creative or open web, and that's fine I guess, but I'm not going to waste my time and money buying an iPhone to test on when Apple would just prefer I made a native app for their platform anyway."

"Just all of Safari."

"Just wish Safari would die already"

"Main CSS pain point above all: Safari (i.e. all iOS) being rigged with bugs and lagging behind in features."

"Many technologies blocked by lack of Safari support"

"Mostly just slow adoption by Safari"

"mostly things that safari is catching up on"

"Nearly all pain points are Safari."
"Not any specific at the top of my head, but usually Safari is the one giving me a hard time :(

"Not many but it's annoying when it happens. It's usually Safari lagging behind or rendering random stuff instead of the UI specified."

"Not really difficulties, but Safari is one he** of a pain in the a** and having a more precise way of targeting it instead of both him and Chrome would be great (like -moz-prefix instead of having to write a bunch of @supports)"

"Only lacking/lagging support in Safari"

"Perf issues in Safari"

"Pretty much anything modern, as Safari is lagging behind."

"Pretty much anything that Safari shipped less than 18 months ago"

"REMs in media queries. Damn you Safari!!"

"Safari (in general)"

"Safari and apple in general have incompatibility because they are late"

"Safari became the new Internet Explorer fro us"

"Safari feels pretty behind the times most of the time"

"safari has been a bit of a pain"

"Safari incompatibilities"

"Safari iOS is becoming tiresome."

"Safari is a huge mess"

"Safari is always years behind Edge/Chrome and has many many many bugs related to viewheight/scroll. iOS Safari is the biggest limiting factor in all web development."
"Safari is constantly dragging its heels."

"safari is evil"

"Safari is just weird a lot"

"Safari is neglected"

"safari is pain in the ass for debug if you have pc"

"Safari is the main problem"

"Safari is the new IE"

"Safari is the new Internet Explorer..."

"Safari on iOS :D"

"Safari should die!"

"Safari sucks"

"Safari updates not frequent enough"

"Safari, especially mobile"

"Safari. Everything WebKit. Freaking Apple..."

"The number one web problem is browser compatibility. Browser like Safari is slowing down the evolution of web unfortunately"

"Too many to list for Safari on iOS/ipados"

"Using Flexbox to layout forms because Safari on iOS shrinks radio buttons."

"we can create any new features, but if browsers (like Safari) are waiting 3 years to implement it, it's totally useless."
"WebKit is never up to date and doesn't implement features fast enough (or at all)."

"yea, loads, mostly because of safari - like gap or ::marker"

"Yeah Safari is killing me, it's the new IE!"

"Yep, Safari is the new IE regarding grid and flexbox issues"

"Yes - and Safari is nearly always the browser that gets it wrong."

"Yes, horrible Safari support"

"Yes, specifically compatibility with Safari"

"Yes, usually it's Safari. It became new IE😂"

"Yes. And we have Apple to blame for it! Flexbox gap is a good example."

"Yes. Too much new useful features not supported by fcking safari."
5.6.2. WebRTC

WebRTC is a standard for web video calls, access to microphones and cameras, and enables streaming video applications such as game streaming (Stadia, xCloud, Luna, GeForce NOW, etc.).

“During March 2020 and the rise of the pandemic in Norway EVERYONE needed video calling. We are the number one video calling tool for healthcare here, and our use base is around 60% iOS Safari. I can tell first hand having to deal with onboarding 70% of the doctors in Norway with active bugs on iOS in simple things like media reliability, and with no real alternative (a lot of people only have one modern device, and that's their phone), it was near catastrophe for us, and a lot of pain for doctors missing their patients due to bugs”

Das-Igne Aas – CTO Confrere

iOS Safari WebRTC is such a broken mess that my going suggestion to clients unfortunately is to not support it and redirect users to a native app installation. I had to manually go through all open WebRTC bugs in webkit to figure out how to explain this to my clients and help them in reaching that conclusion and even conveying that to their customers.

There are nasty bugs in iOS Safari that have been opened since 2019 or earlier relating to media handling of WebRTC. These aren’t just edge cases, but rather things you’ll have users bump into in regular use. Some of them have finally been fixed in the latest 13.5.5 beta earlier this month.

Oh – and if you plan on using any OTHER browser on iOS then WebRTC won’t be supported there. Why? Because Apple hasn’t made WebRTC available in its Webkit Webview on iOS and they aren’t allowing anyone to build a mobile iOS browser that doesn’t use Webkit as its rendering engine. So much for freedom and choice.

Tsahi Levent-Levi
5.6.3. IndexedDB

IndexedDB is a local browser database for storing data. It is essential for many apps, especially apps that require offline functionality. IndexedDB on iOS Safari has had many bugs and been broken many times since it was first introduced. Recently, both IndexedDB and LocalStorage, a similar API for storing small amounts of data, were broken, leaving developers little alternatives to store data or risk data loss or corruption. Local Storage which is also essential for many websites was broken at the same time.

*Apple's WebKit team has managed to break the popular IndexedDB JavaScript API in the latest version of Safari (14.1.1) on macOS 11.4 and iOS 14.6.*

Thomas Claburn - The Register

*Ran into a spectacularly awful Safari bug in the latest Safari (14.1.1 on macOS and iOS 14.6).*

*Opening an IndexedDB database fails 100% of the time on the first try. 😞*

*If you refresh, it starts working.*

*Bug report: [https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=226547](https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=226547)*

*It's really really hard to build reliable websites on macOS and iOS with showstopper bugs like this.*

*This should have been caught by basic unit testing.*

Feross Aboukhadijeh

*(Stanford Computer Security University Lecturer and Open-Source Developer of Socket)*
5.7. Default Browser Choice

Until late 2020, it was impossible for iOS users to choose an alternative browser to handle links, even if they had installed other WebKit-skin browsers from the App Store. Apple continues to prevent competitors from bringing differentiating features via their own engines.

As the only company banning competing engines, **Apple is clearly the worst offender**, but they are not the only ones impeding user choice. It is our opinion that to preserve competition, users must be given the ability to easily change their default browser and that choice must be respected by the operating system.

> Google's "Android Google Search App" has been ignoring browser choice on Android.

> “Known as the "Android Google Search App" ("AGSA", or "AGA"), this humble text input is the source of a truly shocking amount of web traffic; traffic that all goes to Chrome, no matter the user’s choice of browser.”

-Alex Russell - Program Manager on Microsoft Edge

Facebook has been abusing IAB (In App Browsers) to prevent users from opening links from within the Facebook app in either their own browser or in a view that uses the users default browser (both iOS and Android provide this, although the iOS is only iOS Safari).

Using IAB (In App Browsers) to deny users choice is a very complex topic. [This article](#) does an excellent summary of the current situation and why it is bad for consumers. We have also made a separate submission covering this topic.

It is our opinion that mass market operating systems and major applications should as much as possible provide users with the means of selecting a default browser (complete with its engine) and respect it. Additionally they should avoid using dark patterns or misleading interfaces to favour their own browser.
5.8. Evidence of Long Term Neglect and Developer Discontent

In addition to 5.6. iOS Safari is Buggy, this section describes some of the long term evidence of neglect and developer discontent with Safari by providing quotes with links to external sources. This evidence is not exhaustive and is simply a subset of what’s available. The sources date from 2011 to 2022.

5.8.1. Push Notifications

Push Notifications for iOS on Native was released on June 17, 2009. As of writing almost 13 years have passed and Apple has provided no mechanism to allow Web Apps to send notifications, a critical feature for many applications.

It is undoubtedly the most requested feature but has been repeatedly ignored by Apple. It was only on September 26th 2021 (after OWA's #AppleBrowserBan campaign and presentations to regulators) that Apple started work on Push API, although over 200 days later and there have been no indication that this feature will be ready any time soon.

There are countless requests for this feature across platforms frequented by developers including twitter/stackoverflow/reddit and Apple’s own bug tracker.

Developers were so frustrated in the lack of development and response from Apple they started their own change.org petition which has garnered over 7000 signatures, a substantial amount considering how poorly supported Web Apps are on mobile devices.

Apple Inc.: Implement web push notifications on iOS devices

7,190 have signed. Let’s get to 7,500!

At 7,500 signatures, this petition is more likely to get a reaction from the decision maker!

Claudio Sumburane signed this petition
Herquiloide Hole signed this petition
It's hard enough to develop for Apple as is. Stop making it harder for me to make something for your users to use.

James Hessell-Bowman (Feb 9, 2022)
(emphasis added)

PWAs are the future. iOS Safari isn't. Change it!

Mauricé Ricardo Bärisch (Jan 7, 2022)
(emphasis added)

Safari is the new IE

Flavio Spezi (Nov 24, 2021)

My goodness no push notification yet, disgrace

Daniel Gadd (Nov 24, 2021)
(emphasis added)

IMHO, PWAs are a better way to reach mobile users, compared to native mobile apps, for not-hardware-intensive apps.

Saqib Shafin (Oct 3, 2021)

I'm a developer who would like to be able to sell this feature to clients without caveats or additional costs. It would also be great to have a unified web for all platforms.

Alex Grant (Jun 26, 2021)
(emphasis added)

Please implement the W3C standards. Don't be like IE or soon the developer community will turn on you.

Frank Ali (May 26, 2021)
(emphasis added)
**We need this** web developers

Jack Smith (Apr 29, 2021)
(emphasis added)

**Come on guys, we need this... It's crucial.**

Morne Erasmus (1 year ago)
(emphasis added)

**It's the right thing to do Apple.**

Shaun Bliss (1 year ago)
(emphasis added)

**Need it! Soon!!**

Francesco Rombecchi (Dec 1, 2021)
(emphasis added)

**Desperately needed for modern web apps**

Michoel Samuels (Jun 9, 2021)
(emphasis added)

I would like to write from **one codebase** and deploy on **all platforms**

David Murdoch (1 year ago)
(emphasis added)

**Shocking what they are doing. Pure monopoly.** They are lowering the technological progress to protect their pockets, but they are the most rich stock in the world...

Federico Schiocchet (1 year ago)
(emphasis added)
This would **dramatically** simplify some business apps.

*Ben in CA (1 year ago)*

(emphasis added)

*It's ridiculous they don't have it!*

*Mohameth Seck (1 year ago)*

(emphasis added)

*It's sad that we have to petition for something like this. I wonder if Steve was alive if he would hold back the progress of technology like these clowns at apple.*

*Shaquelle Hinds (1 year ago)*

(emphasis added)

*Because developers don't want to have to build a whole new frontend iOS app just to send push notifications.*

*Miles Exner (1 year ago)*

(emphasis added)

*Seriously ? Still not implemented ??? Apple, you're standing in the way of a better life for all humans. Get over it and do the right thing.*

*Edouard SILHOL (1 year ago)*

(emphasis added)

*This feature will helps developers to create a fast and eficient communication trought sites. Increases PWA experience. It will help any business type.*

*lucas Santos (1 year ago)*

(emphasis added)

*This is SO long overdue. It needs to happen. Like... NOW.*
Stop calling iphone a smartphone when it can't even handle web push. It's 2020 and we're still fighting for this. Please make your dumbphone smart again.

Jonelle Mancilla (2 years ago)  
(emphasis added)

This is an absolutely necessary feature to allow iOS users to have the same experience across so many apps as Android users have. Resisting adding this feature only ends in frustration and brand disdain, not any type of monopolistic win that Apple might want to go for as an alternative.

William Lancaster (2 years ago)  
(emphasis added)

In 2020 it is beyond my comprehension that Apple’s support for PWAs - but more specifically the WebPush API - is non-existent

Christopher Deeming (2 years ago)  
(emphasis added)

I want to be able to give push notifications to users of my web application without having to build a native app!

Adam Ullman (2 years ago)  
(emphasis added)

Enabling Push Notifications for iOS Safari will lead to more innovation in the web space.

Alexander Matulionis (2 years ago)  
(emphasis added)

PWAs are the future for smaller apps that don’t want to invest in the skill required to make native or native-ish apps. Apple you’re currently the weakest link. People will still make microtransactions in games, and native apps will still be a necessity for video and audio purposes -- your app...
When it is a matter of standardize systems that can contribute to deliver safety or security notifications to consumers, a vendor shouldn't have the right to lock those consumers to proprietary platforms.

as a developer this is a vital requirement for any modern application.

Because apple is making life hard (and expensive) for everyone.

I signed because I think it's silly to be the only platform out there to not support web notifications. Every other browser and os supports this feature. When iPhone came out, it was game changing because it could do everything a computer could as far as web browsing (other than flash...)

It’s very important for web experiences!

we need this feature to get free of apps
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our app helps restaurants notify guest when their food is ready, guest can opt to receive a notification. **but iphone users cant.** only android users can. Not everyone wants to install an app to receive mobile event based notifications.

**sal iozzia (2 years ago)**
*(emphasis added)*

**I'm a web dev, it makes no sense that apple is behind on this.**

**Darren Allen (2 years ago)**
*(emphasis added)*

**PWAs are here now! Empower developers to use the skills they know today (HTML, CSS, JavaScript) to create amazing products.**

**Cesar Perez (Feb 23, 2022)**

**Add notifications!**

**Wesley Pohto (Jan 24, 2022)**

**We built a small app for the push and have difficulty to maintain it. We are in a big need to have web push to run in iOS**

**Brenda Kwok (Oct 22, 2021)**
*(emphasis added)*

**I m facing same issue and I want to request for notification on web IOS devices**

**Nitesh Sharma (Oct 15, 2021)**
*(emphasis added)*

**I have no idea when a client comes into my retail chat platform with me while I work on my iPad. I don't receive a chime or banner so I am unable to use my iPad as a tool for work. Please enable push notifications for ios.**

**Blake Y (Oct 2, 2021)**
we need it

Our clients will benefit greatly from push notifications on iPhones

OMG!!! PLEASE!!! WHY YOU DIDN'T IMPLEMENT THIS YET????!

I think that this is a very important feature to have.

To remove the barrier requiring users to download an app just to deliver push notifications

This is need of the hour. iOS users are loosing on a great UX.

apple! i want to be able to use web push notification from my favorite sites and pwa apps!

I represent a small company that creates membership administration software for dance/martial arts/yoga studios, which includes a PWA for their members for ease of communication, conveying absence, sharing calendar and events, etc. Currently approximately 40.000+ dancers and...
Apple are going to lose support from their loyal customers over this glaring omission. Thousands of great websites will work great on Android and PCs but not on Apple.

Support open web standards
Those kind of systems must be more agnostic.

It's a huge feature that “the best of the best” should of thought of first and is falling behind once again.

I really need this for a web app I am developing.

Web notifications can be useful for users that do not want to download an app just to receive notifications. Email notifications are not as effective and SMS are pricey

Hoy en día los usuarios tienen que tener la posibilidad de ELEGIR si recibir notificaciones web push en su celular o no... No debe ser algo restricto!
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Make this a reality.

Devonte Valentine (2 years ago)

add Push API to IOS PLS!

Holger Schauf (2 years ago)

Apple initially unveiled Safari as the means by which developers could develop applications for iPhone. An idea ahead of its time. But that was followed by the first iOS SDK and app store. I believe there is room for both. PWA's are not meant to wipe out app stores, but to open a new pathway to...

Michael Bunchball (2 years ago)

I develop PWA and I want to send web push notifications to users

Erick Daniel Miranda Varas (2 years ago)

Ios should lead this technology, not slack behind!

Anton Albèrt Karlström (2 years ago)
(emphasis added)

NEED THIS BIG TIME!

Nevaan Perera (2 years ago)

to deliver a consistent and smooth user experience on iOS and Android devices - to remove the barrier requiring users to download an app just to deliver push notifications

Lukas Schmyrczyk (2 years ago)
(emphasis added)
really hoping in new iOS 12 they added web push notifications in Safari #PWA

Irhyad Ilham (Jun 5, 2018)

When is iOS Safari gonna get Web Push?

@chendo (Jul 31, 2018)

Hi! I've watched a Google IO keynote about the PWA and they've shown this table. Are Web Push & Notifications coming to Safari, even on iOS? Thanks for the answer!

Thibault (May 9, 2018)

Dear @Apple,

Can you please please please enable push notifications for safari ios?

Sincerely yours,
Alan, a #PWA developer.

@AlanCrevon (Jun 28, 2018)

So sad that push notifications are still not possible in Safari for iOS 10.

Boris Smus (Oct 9, 2016)

Hey @jonathandavis, Any plans to bring Web Push Notifications to iOS Safari?

Diogo Cunha (Jun 26, 2018)
iOS Safari DOES NOT support push notifications. With macOS Safari will it support push notifications for WEB APPS?

eon V Baravykas (Jun 16, 2016)

Apple should bring Safari push notifications to iOS.
A much-needed bridge.

George Papadakis (Jan 12, 2014)

Why doesn't iOS allow push notifications from Safari? #firstworldproblems

Josh Manders (Nov 20, 2011)

I guess still no Push Notifications on iOS Safari, even proprietary ones

Arthur Stolyar (Jun 6, 2017)

Anyone else find it odd that OS X is getting push notifications for Safari before iOS is?

Dan Ryan (Jun 12, 2013)

One more thing...noticed how Push notifications for safari was listed under iOS/OSX. Maybe well get push notications for mobilesafari at wwdc

Constantin Jacob (Apr 27, 2014)

Safari for iOS should support push notification...

Kaxing (May 21, 2011)
Seeing a Web App I worked on used by *Apple* to justify that the Web is a viable platform on iOS is bullshit

The Web can be an ideal place to build apps but Apple is consistently dragging their heals on implementing the Web APIs that would allow them to compete with native apps

Ada Rose Cannon (May, 2021)

5.8.2. Safari has been buggy for a long time

I'm always amazed at the irriparable bugs Safari on iOS yields due to its cutting corners whereever it can. Thank you for being our new IE!

Christian Schaefer (Oct 10, 2017)

Severe two year old iOS Safari bug with position:fixed that started in iOS 8, finally closed..

Jeff Atwood (Jun 15, 2017)

iOS safari bugs have added 80 hours of work to my current project - now I'm kinda fed up with it! But seems to have everything fixed now :-)

Michael Vestergaard (Nov 5, 2016)

Can we all pause and reflect on the disgusting fact that Safari desktop still does not support HTML input type date? Every other modern browser does. Safari iOS support is half baked with bugs such as the default date being today even if the max attribute is set with a past date.

Jayden Seric (Dec 12, 2018)
I 💓 bugs in Safari/iOS that do not appear in any other browser incl. Safari/Desktop and Safari/iOS Simulator. Great way to spend one's time.

Manuel Strehl (Apr 26, 2017)
(emphasis added)

Safari for iOS sucks. 5 bugs on website only because of Safari. It’s getting out of control. Still no good service worker implementation. Becoming new Internet Explorer in some time.😭

Dariusz Lorek (Oct 11, 2018)
(emphasis added)

But you will find lots of iOS Safari-only bugs, so... swings and roundabouts 😅

Matt Stow (Sep 26, 2017)
(emphasis added)

Oh and we fixed those crazy iOS layout bugs (since Safari on iOS does not really respect viewport height. I mean, it does, but come on..)

Clean Email (May 9, 2017)
(emphasis added)

iOS 12 introduced some nasty Safari bugs. Safari is the new IE for developers.

Grant McCall (Sep 20, 2018)
(emphasis added)

I can't believe iOS Safari has such major bugs. Showing cached pages unexpectedly all the time, like when opening a homescreen link

Tom Bielecki (May 1, 2016)
(emphasis added)
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A number of issues C3 has in "Add to home screen" mode on iOS are Safari bugs. We report them but **Apple are very slow and opaque in dealing with them.** For example switching between Safari and web app loses all storage: https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=181849

Ashley Gullen (Nov 3, 2018)
(emphasis added)

*Safari on iOS tends to ship with tons of bugs* (think of fixed position handling) that need version-specific workarounds. Don’t take away our last straw for building something somewhat useable in Safari.

Matthias Keller (Dec 21, 2017)
(emphasis added)

Calypso is so advanced it can’t even see into its own bewildered state. This is manifest in **the plague of interaction bugs on iOS Safari.**

Ryan Boren (Aug 19, 2018)
(emphasis added)

Alright, it should work now as far as I could test. **There are a lot of Safari & iOS bugs in WebGL;** I'm still grappling with some (and that on a Friday night!) :)

David Lenaerts (Oct 6, 2018)
(emphasis added)

We have to spend way too much time on Flexbox related iOS Safari bugs each sprint, but I'm not sure what Safari version that is so you could be right about the "right now" part 😐

Dillon de Voor (Apr 13, 2018)
(emphasis added)

I may or may not have **just spent 2hrs fixing a bug caused by iOS Safari being a piece of shit** and I may or may not have an entirely different opinion on this tomorrow okay thx bye.
Thinking Webkit (Safari and Chrome for iOS) is on verge of becoming the new IE for developers: Brittle, cumbersome, and falling behind.

CK MacLeod (Jul 6, 2018)  
(emphasis added)

There was article about Chrome being the new IE and it makes a lot of valid points, but to me, it's Safari on iOS. It's such horseshit.  
#webdev  
https://medium.com/@bdc/chrome-is-the-new-ie-1a21c1efc133  
Longzero (Feb 16, 2018)  
(emphasis added)

Two major complains to @Apple. Safari is slow on adopting new JS/CSS APIs & iOS11 is too buggy. Safari is new IE, iOS is new Android.  
Ilya (Sep 23, 2017)  
(emphasis added)

Unfortunately, since Steve Jobs died, we have the buggiest Safari starting from iOS 7, completely denying the perfection which was set initially.  
https://dzone.com/articles/safari-ios-7-and-html5  
Brian Cannard (Nov 18, 2018)  
(emphasis added)

Hey Apple, please take some of your $180 billion cash reserves and fix Safari and iOS. They are easily the buggiest modern OS and browser.  
Creative Logic (Apr 15, 2015)  
(emphasis added)
I think Safari might be the buggiest app I currently run in OS X. Debugging an iOS device is almost unbearable.

George Crawford (Jun 27, 2014)
(emphasis added)

"Bad news! Apple iOS 7 is plagued with HTML5 bugs" - InfoWorld (2013), "This is the buggiest Safari version since... http://fb.me/37BcJBuaK

Occupy HTML5 (Jan 5, 2014)
(emphasis added)

Apple has published just 10% of the necessary information for web developers, and I can say without fear of mistake that this is the buggiest Safari version since 1.0

Maximiliano Firtman
(emphasis added)

Yo, @Apple, Your new iOS is trash, especially safari. So many bugs.

Honestly, Apple has been going down hill since Jobs died.

Sarah (Nov 30, 2020)
(emphasis added)

Everyone in my mentions saying Safari is the worst, it's the new IE... Can you point to specific bugs & missing support that frustrate you, inhibit you making websites/apps. Bonus points for links to tickets.

Specifics we can fix. Vague hate is honestly super counterproductive.

Jen Simmons (Apple Developer Relations) - Feb 9, 2022
(emphasis added)
Hi @jensimmons,
- I'm a big fan of yours and your work (specifically CSS articles), but I've been super-frustrated with Safari for the past few years - thank you for asking for input. It is like the new IE, but not quite as bad. (cont’d)

Part of the issue is that it seems like the webkit bugzilla is a dead-end - it seems like any info posted there just sits there, and may be sucked into another system, so the public view is radio silent. Here's one that I posted (still a bug):

... 

It also seems like webkit (and webkit iOS has just been understaffed) not a priority for Apple. We're investing heavily in PWAs so our apps run on all platforms, but PWA support on webkit has well-documented gaps. For a small startup, we'll necessarily deprioritize iOS.

John Crim (Feb 11, 2022)  
(emphasis added)

I can't point to specific bugs on this, but I've all but given up on iOS support for my 3D engine because out of every browser and OS I support, iOS Safari is the most trigger-happy when it comes to killing tabs for using "too much" memory. How much is too much?😭 wish I knew!

James Baicoianu (Feb 9, 2022)  
(emphasis added)

You want the truth? Okay

Plugin support on Safari is trash since you're at the mercy of the awful App Store, which is a nightmare to search and is lacking in support compared to Firefox and Chrome

Webkit is also restricted for third parties so they can't make any good web apps

Dri Scaphandre (Feb 10, 2022)  
(emphasis added)
Bringing Competition to Walled Gardens
Third Party Browsers and Web Apps
Version 1.2

https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=218012

- including analysis and specific suggestion in comment 12. This is a hard problem for a web app obviously but 1.5+ years without traction... (but a sleuth of other audio bugs, it is hard to keep them apart even at this point)

Philipp Hancke (Feb 9, 2022)
(emphasis added)

A lot of the hate comes from product decisions / forcing people to use Safari (on iOS), which you probably have no control over, so the hate shouldn't be directed at you. But it's a browser that lags in features and fixes, gets updated less often, and is forced on users.

Matthew Dean (Feb 9, 2022)
(emphasis added)

Safari is quickly turning into the new IE.

20% of my time is spent writing hacky code apologizing for Safari's failures as a browser

In our project, we've just started the E2E testing phase on Safari

I'm just trying my best to survive the imminent bug avalanche on Jira 😞😭

Aurelian Lucius (Apr 13, 2022)
(emphasis added)
5.8.3. News and Blog Articles

Many have written about the issues surrounding Safari, Web Apps and iOS. This section goes through just a small number of articles.

*First, it means that Dieter and I drink a lot of bourbon and talk about the sad, slow death of the open web a lot. (It was a good run, open web! So sorry that Apple killed you by turning Safari into the new IE and forbidding alternative browsers to innovate on iOS.)*

Nilay Patel - Editor-in-Chief - The Verge (2016-10-06)

Devices using iOS and the future Windows RT hobble third-party browsers. Despite some good reasons for doing so, the change could undermine browser competition.

...

On iOS devices, Apple permits only its own version of the WebKit browser engine. Technically other browsers besides Safari are allowed, but they must use Apple's technology for actually rendering Web pages.

...

Apple, though, gives its Safari browser privileges using Apple's WebKit browser engine that third-party apps from the App Store don’t get.

CNET Browser Choice - A thing of the Past? (May 23, 2012)

Firefox won’t land on Apple’s iOS until the fruity company relaxes its rules about third party browsers, according to Jay Sullivan, vice president of product at Mozilla.

Sullivan spoke on a panel at the SXSW music-and-tech-fest in Austin, Texas, over the weekend, and told the crowd Apple's refusal to allow the installation of Mozilla's preferred Gecko rendering engine is an immovable obstacle to development of an iOS version of Firefox.

The Register (Mar 10, 2013)
I think there is a **general feeling among web developers that Safari is lagging behind the other browsers**, but when you go to a conference like EdgeConf, it really strikes you **just how wide the gap is**. All of the APIs I mentioned above are not implemented in Safari, and Apple has shown no public interest in them

...  
**Even when Apple does implement newer APIs, they often do it halfheartedly.** To take an example close to my heart, IndexedDB was proposed more than 5 years ago and has been available in IE, Firefox, and Chrome since 2012. Apple, on the other hand, didn't release IndexedDB until mid-2014, and **when they did, they unveiled a bafflingly incompetent implementation that was so bad, it's been universally derided as unusable**

...  
Now, after one year, Apple has fixed a whopping two bugs in IndexedDB (out of several), and they’ve publicly stated that they don’t find much value in working on it, because they don’t see “a huge use.” Well duh, nobody's going to use IndexedDB if the browser support is completely broken. (Microsoft, I’m looking at you too.)

It’s **hard to get insight into why Apple is behaving this way. They never send anyone to web conferences**, their Surfin’ Safari blog is a shadow of its former self, and nobody knows what the next version of Safari will contain until that year's WWDC. In a sense, **Apple is like Santa Claus, descending yearly to give us some much-anticipated presents, with no forewarning about which of our wishes he'll grant this year. And frankly, the presents have been getting smaller and smaller lately.**

...  
In recent years, Apple’s strategy towards the web can **most charitably be described as “benevolent neglect.”** Although performance has been improving significantly with JSCore and the new WKWebView, the emerging features of the web platform – offline storage, push notifications, and “installable” webapps – have been notably absent on Safari.

...  
The tragedy here is that Apple hasn’t always been a web skeptic. As recently as 2010, back when Steve Jobs famously skewered Flash while declaring that HTML5 is the future, Apple was a fierce web partisan.

...  
Around that same time, when WebSQL was deprecated in favor of IndexedDB, you’ll even find mailing list arguments where **Apple employees vigorously defended WebSQL as a must for performant web applications.** Reading the debates, I sense a lot of bitterness from Apple after IndexedDB won out.

* Nolan Lawson – Safari is the New IE (Jan 2015)  
( emphasis added)*
The real problem is Apple's lack of browser-choice in iOS, and that's a problem for several reasons:

... 

It's limiting the browser-vendor competition on Apple's iOS platform, as Apple are the only one allowed to innovate within the browser engine. This for example means Google are limited to only compete on the UI-front in Chrome, and can't bring new platform features, that already are available on other platforms, to iOS.

As a vendor of dominant mobile operating system, Apple, should make a real browser choice possible in iOS in order to ensure fair competition and innovation. Any other major operating system (Android, Windows, OSX, Linux) has a free browser choice, and iOS should be no different.

To me this this draws many parallels to the antitrust case against Microsoft back in the golden-era of Windows, as Safari is deeply integrated into iOS. It can't be removed or replaced. It's forcefully distributed by Apple, and is embedded inside native applications as WebViews. Since I'm not a lawyer, I don't know if there exists similar legal reasoning as in the Microsoft case, but I do see the similarities when comparing the two.

Safari isn't the problem, but the lack of browser choice in iOS is

Kenneth Auchenberg (July 2015)

Bad PC software created the opportunity for the web to exist in the first place, just as bad mobile web performance created the market for mobile apps.

... 

But we can't fix the performance of Mobile Safari. Apple totally forbids other companies from developing alternative web rendering engines for the iPhone, so there's no competition for better performance, and no incentive for Apple to invest heavily in Safari development. In many ways, Safari is the new Internet Explorer.

... 

That's a recipe for stagnation, and stagnation is what we have. It's leading powerful players like Apple and Facebook to create ersatz copies of the web inside their walled gardens, when what we really need is a more powerful, more robust web.

The mobile web sucks

Nilay Patel - Editor in Chief - The Verge
(emphasis added)
But **Apple has a reason not to like this recycling of web technology.** It wants its Mac App Store to be filled with apps that you can't find anywhere else, not apps that are available on every platform.

...  
In a discussion on the programming community Github, several developers say rejections for apps that they built using Electron — which would were approved in the past

...  
**Apple has a history of stunting the web's progress on its platforms.** On iOS, **Apple doesn't allow fully independent third-party browsers**, requiring all apps to leverage its Safari browser when rendering web-based content. While browsers like Chrome and Opera are available in the App Store, they must use Apple's Safari browser behind the scenes to render web pages, rather than their own. That means Apple has a monopoly on how iPhone and iPad users access the web. To push developers toward building native apps on iOS rather than using web technologies, Apple ignores popular parts of the open web specification that other browsers implement, to its own benefit.

**Apple's subtle, anti-competitive practices don't look terrible in isolation, but together they form a clear strategy.**

A technology called WebRTC, for example, allows video calling in a web browser without additional software. It powers tools like Google Meet. But **Apple was incredibly slow to implement the specification, leaving out key pieces of functionality, and the technology didn't work when embedded inside apps.**

**Apple also handicapped an emerging standard called Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) — which, like Electron, allows developers to build native-like apps for both desktop and mobile — by partially implementing it in a way that makes it too inconsistent to rely on. PWA doesn't have the same problem if users open apps in Chrome or Firefox, but iPhone and iPad users can't install third-party browsers, which makes PWA-based technology a non-starter.**

Developers use technologies like Electron and PWA because they allow for faster updates across platforms without an array of different codebases.

...  
**Apple's subtle, anti-competitive practices don't look terrible in isolation, but together they form a clear strategy: Make it so painful to build with web-based technology on Apple platforms that developers won't bother.**

...
These types of changes may be made in the name of privacy or security, but the reality is that the argument looks weak when both users and developers simply don’t have a choice because Apple controls the platform, browser engine, and the distribution method. Regardless of your opinion of Electron app quality, choice is important.

Apple’s control over its app ecosystem is a new type of monopoly that’s hard to understand for lawmakers, and difficult for us to fight back against — because there simply isn’t a way out of these restrictions when the company controls both the distribution method and the platform itself.

Apple is Trying to Kill Web Technology - Owen Williams (November 2019)
(emphasis added)

It’s seemingly deliberate and about protecting App Store revenue.

With IE now out of the way, the distinction of ‘most-hated browser’ goes to Apple’s Safari – which all along had been a close second to IE.

In a similar vein, Safari has consistently lagged behind competing browsers in supporting modern web APIs and features, presenting considerable challenges for developers wanting to create products that work consistently across all the major browsers (Chrome, Edge, Firefox, and Safari).

Apple dragged their feet in adding support for PWAs in Safari, and when they finally did, limited the capabilities of a PWA so that native-like app functionality wouldn’t be possible, like notifications or a home screen icon shortcut – to name just a few of the many restrictions imposed by Apple.

But it goes beyond that. On iOS, the only web rendering engine allowed is Apple’s own WebKit, which runs Safari. Third-party iOS browsers such as Chrome can only use WebKit, not their own engines (as would be permitted in Windows, Android, or macOS). And it’s WebKit that governs PWA capabilities.

The reason for Apple’s self-imposed limitations on PWA-related web APIs? They’ll tell you they’re for user privacy reasons, which may be valid in certain cases.

But most of us know the dominant reason is because fully-capable PWAs would compete against the iOS App Store – robbing Apple of 30% cut in revenue it rakes in when an app is purchased, or an in-app purchase is executed.

Web developers and engineers have long lamented about slow or lack of support of key web APIs and CSS features that are commonly available with other browsers.
Apple don’t give a f**k about any modern APIs. PWA, streams, who the f**k needs that? Well, dear Apple, a f**king lot of web devs need that nowadays. - Reddit User

... Take WebRTC, for example. WebRTC is prominently used in video and audio communications over the web. It’s also used to send files, and share screen content.

Apple took years to finally add WebRTC support to Safari, far enough behind Chrome and Firefox that it practically became a running joke among developers and even industry observers.

Despite the support now available, WebRTC is known to be buggier on Safari desktop compared to other browsers. Developers have found it a mess to support in iOS that it’s practically not even worth the effort.

...

I often read about developers frustrated with the many bugs in Safari’s implementation of web APIs and CSS features, and in particular, the slowness of seeing them addressed.

How are we supposed to keep up with this? Isn’t Apple one of the richest company in the world? Invest in your f**king browser.

Reddit user

...

But not exactly surprising either, given that Apple has staked its future on service-based revenue that includes sales generated from the App Store.

For developers, Apple’s Safari is crap and outdated - Perry Sun (July 2021)
6. Negative Consequences for Consumers and Businesses

It's worth taking a moment to discuss why holding back the Web as an application platform, banning the rival browsers and having the iOS App Store be the only viable development platform on iOS is causing real harm to both consumers and businesses.

6.1. Blocks the web from being an interoperable applications platform

The Web could be an **interoperable platform** for applications on mobile devices but due to the lack of competition and key features being withheld it is incredibly hard (if not impossible) for them to compete with the App Stores. Safari has no competition from rival browsers on iOS. All the third party browsers on iOS are essentially Safari (a specific Apple provided and mandated version of WebKit) under the hood. iOS Safari has a significant mobile web market share around the world (around 50% in the UK and the US, up to 75% in Japan). This is important as bugs and missing features in Safari can not be avoided (as all the browsers on iOS are Safari). Safari has many bugs and seriously lags behind its competitors' feature set.

It's **hard for businesses to justify supporting features that 30-75% of their customers can't use**. This means if Safari doesn't support it then businesses don't want to use it. Additionally iPhone/iPad owners tend to be wealthier and spend more on software, businesses tend to follow revenue so Apple users have an outsized influence. This means that Apple's Browser Ban is not only holding web-apps back on iOS but also on Android.

As a result many businesses feel obligated to reproduce their Web Apps as iOS Native Applications.
6.2. Maintenance/Development Cost for Multi-Platform Applications

Native iOS Apps have to be written in Apple created languages (Swift/Objective C) and system APIs that are specific to iOS. You can not run an iOS Application on an Android device (typically written in Java). Web Apps however only have to be written once, in one language and then can run on any device.

In order to support multiple platforms for their application (without using Web Apps) a business will need to produce separate applications for iOS, Android and Windows. This typically involves expanding the team and having multiple code bases effectively multiplying the workload. Keeping multiple code bases in sync is also difficult and time consumer even for large businesses.

This can increase by 2-5 times the development and maintenance cost. These costs must be passed onto consumers. For some smaller businesses it can cause the product not to be produced at all. Users also suffer lower quality applications because companies have to split their resources for developing and maintaining applications between two or three platforms, while they could have focused them on only one application.

6.3. Small teams might be forced in iOS Exclusives

Due to the cost mentioned in the previous section some small teams may decide to produce an iOS exclusive. This entrenches Apple's lock-in and makes it harder for developers to reach a wider audience. Apple has a lot of leverage since iOS captures a significantly high amount of user time and attention, iOS users are wealthy and for businesses they represent an audience that cannot afford to under-serve. iOS is not an ecosystem that any developer is likely to be able to ignore.

6.4. Gatekeeper Tax

Additionally the business must then pay 15-30% of their revenue to Apple (further increasing costs by up-to another 44% for users).

For example, imagine you require $10 per user to cover the costs of developing, publishing and maintaining an Application. The Application Store that you are selling your App in decides to add a 30% fee. In order to still receive $10, you now need to charge $14.2, which is a 42% price increase for the end user. However the actual price increase will be higher as when you increase the price by 42% you will lose a percentage of users as you move to a higher position on the demand curve, causing the equilibrium price to be even higher.
6.5. Applications Banned on Apple’s whim

“there’s no safety, security or privacy issue - Apple just doesn’t like those apps.”

Benedict Evans - Technology Writer

“It should not surprise you to know that Apple’s interpretation of its text often seems capricious at best and at worst seems like it’s motivated by self-dealing.”

Dieter Bohn - The Verge

Apple effectively ban certain categories of Applications they don't like or that potentially compete with their own offerings.

6.6. App Store Review Process

“there are endless horror stories around curation of the store. Apps are rejected in arbitrary, capricious, irrational and inconsistent ways, often for breaking completely unwritten rules.”

Benedict Evans - Technology Writer

“There's a lot of talk about the 30% tax that Apple takes from every app on the App Store. The time tax on their developers to deal with this unfriendly behemoth of a system is just as bad if not worse”

Samantha John - CEO Hopscotch

The App Store review process can be an extremely stressful and chaotic experience for businesses and developers despite problems with actually stopping malware.
6.7. Lawsuits and Criticisms

Apple may choose to boot developers who sue or publicly criticize them. This can make publicly disagreeing with Apple scary, when they can snuff out your access to half your mobile users with little recourse.

“Apple has blacklisted Epic Games from returning to its App Store ecosystem indefinitely despite the games developer saying it would disable its own payments system, according to a series of emails published on Twitter and a blog post by Epic CEO Tim Sweeney.

[...]

One of the published emails allegedly sent by Apple's legal representatives -- dated September 21 -- said the games developer's apps, such as its flagship game Fortnite, would not be allowed to return to the App Store until the US lawsuit was finalised.”

Campbell Kwan - ZDNet

“In Sweatshop HD's case, what is in fact a tasteful commentary aiming to raise awareness of modern-day manufacturing commissions through bright, addictive gameplay mechanics — in other words, an artistic statement — is being banned because Apple seemingly doesn't want that awareness being raised.”

John Brownlee - Cult of Mac
7. Apple's Incentives

7.1. Advantages of the status quo for Apple

"Apple gains a lot by slow-walking progressive web apps on the iPhone"

Russell Brandom - The Verge

Businesses that want to have applications on Apple mobile devices are forced to develop Apple native applications, which provides the following advantages to Apple:

- **Business Lock-In**
  Businesses have to go through the AppStore and provide Apple 15-30% of their revenue, which represents a significant share of Apple’s revenue (estimated at $64 billion in 2020). Preventing Web Apps from being a viable alternative to native apps also allows Apple to maintain a high commission rate, as it is acknowledged in internal Apple emails that they are unable to charge such an amount on other systems which have competition for their App Store.

  Not only is iOS too large of a percentage of the mobile market to ignore, iOS users are typically more valuable because they spend more money. Combined with the high cost of developing a native app for iOS, development companies will often target iOS first and then only optionally build apps for other platforms if they have the budget, expertise and staffing to do it.

  This gives Apple an advantage over competing mobile ecosystems by enriching its exclusive application ecosystem which it can then use to push sales of its mobile devices. Web Apps do not offer this lock-in because they work on all devices regardless of manufacturer and operating system.

- **Consumer Lock-In**
  They prevent Apple devices owners from switching to competitor mobile devices and operating systems as iOS Apps must be written for iOS. Many iOS apps never get rewritten for Android, so they are not available (It’s very expensive to write the same App 2-3 times in different languages)

- **Control**
  Apple can ban categories of applications for no reason other than they don’t like them (game streaming for example)*.
• **Barriers to Entry**

They prevent the emergence of competing mobile operating systems, because many applications are only available on iOS and since they are not interoperable, emergent competitors have an insurmountable disadvantage since they don’t have access to a library of useful apps. This is arguably one of the biggest reasons why Microsoft’s Windows Phone operating system failed - Microsoft never managed to convince companies to invest in building and maintaining apps for yet another mobile operating system. Even a juggernaut like Microsoft was not able to break into the mobile operating systems market.

• **Google Search Engine Revenue**

Apple have a $15B annual deal with Google to set Google as the default search engine on iOS Safari (9% of Apple’s Annual Gross Profit)

• **Cost Cutting to boost margins on hardware** - By only allowing Safari to mint subprocesses Apple can save money on RAM **

  *“But some seem to be just personal preference, or taste - most obviously, the decision in the last few weeks to block streaming games services from Microsoft and Google. This may partly be about revenue, but the real issue seems to be that Apple thinks that games on iOS ‘should’ use native APIs, and, perhaps, that they ‘should’ work without you needing to buy a separate games controller. But whatever it is, there’s no safety, security or privacy issue - Apple just doesn’t like those apps.”

“One indication of Apple’s control over developers is the fact they stay despite their many complaints.”

Benedict Evans - Technology Writer

**”Re-using the WebKit binary maximizes the sharing of “code pages” across processes. Practically speaking, this allows more programs to run simultaneously without the need for Apple to add more RAM to their devices. This, in turn, pads Apple’s (considerable) margins in the construction of phones”

Alex Russell - Program Manager on Microsoft Edge
7.2. Microtransactions and “Whales”

Many have speculated that Safari's lack of funding and functionality is to protect App Store revenue. Apple's marketing and legal teams push the ideas that it's their thriving App Store marketplace and curation that brings income to developers as a justification for the 30% tax that is applied but then use privacy and security as reasons they need to block third-party App Stores.

Despite Apple's marketing claiming a thriving App Store marketplace it recently came to light in the Epic vs Apple trial that 72% of all App Store revenue comes from free to play games. 

“80% of that was from games, mostly in the US and north-east Asia, and mostly on iPhone. There's no clear reason to think the proportions have changed much since then, except that China is probably bigger (Apple had only just added support for Alipay in 2016).

So, this is mostly games, and, from other disclosures, over 90% free-to-play.”

Benedict Evans - Technology Writer

This would indicate that the majority of revenue comes from mobile gaming whales, which has parallels with problematic gambling.

“A mobile gaming whale is someone who spends a lot of microtransactions. So-called “whales” are the main target for microtransactions in free-to-play games, for example; they're the ones who buy booster packs, cosmetics, etc. Tons of them.”

Mihovil Grguric - CEO of Udonis Inc (A mobile apps marketing agency)

Whether or not the motivation is to protect this revenue source, the browser ban and the current state of Safari is having profound negative effects. Apple hides behind security and privacy but Apple does not even develop features which have no possible security or privacy concerns.

All of this comes back to competition. Because Apple has effectively banned the competition, they are under no pressure to produce a competitive browser that might threaten the App Store monopoly. Despite Apple's claim that the App Store provides security and privacy others have found the review process to be ineffective. Web Apps can often provide more security and privacy than their native counterparts.
7.3. Apple’s Pattern of iOS App Store Favoritism

Looking through Apple's actions in iOS and Safari/Webkit a clear pattern of iOS App Store favoritism vs the Open Web emerges. Specifically:

- They don't develop key features Web Apps need to compete with the App Store
- They have banned the other browsers, thus blocking any other company from providing these features
- They have hidden the installation process for Web Apps and refused to improve it
- They have made linking to and installing native apps from the web much more fluid and easy
- They have astonishingly been secretly buying advertising for other companies without permission, deep linking to these companies iOS App Store Offerings and redirecting millions of dollars from these companies to Apple

Far from being an unbiased party, as the gatekeeper of iOS, Apple has a lot to lose if the Web becomes a viable platform vs the iOS App Store. Apple’s iOS App Store generated $41.5 billion revenue globally in the first half of 2021, representing 22.1% growth compared to the same period last year. Currently Apple can extract a 15-30% tax on all App Store purchases and have complete control over what is offered on the App Store. They can ban both categories of Applications they don't like and ones that potentially compete with their own offerings.

Given all this you might wonder why they bother supporting Web Apps at all. First removing support for Web Apps would look really bad and immediately attract the attention of regulators worldwide, second while it is awkward/impossible for Web Apps to compete with Native they are not a significant threat and finally it has proven to be a useful regulatory/legal shield as shown here, here and here.
It could be argued this is an overly conspiratorial view of how Apple's management team thinks but recently uncovered emails show Apple's line of thinking on another topic, iMessage:

“The #1 most difficult [reason] to leave the Apple universe app is iMessage ... iMessage amounts to serious lock-in”

Unnamed Apple Employee

“iMessage on Android would simply serve to remove [an] obstacle to iPhone families giving their kids Android phones ... moving iMessage to Android will hurt us more than help us, this email illustrates why.”

Craig Federighi - Apple's Senior Vice President of Software Engineering
8. Arguments Against Third Party Browsers

To our knowledge Apple has never published a detailed defense on why they feel justified in banning all rival third party browsers from iOS. That said, the following three sections contain arguments that others have made on Apple's behalf.

8.1. The Chromium Argument

There is an idea being advocated that allowing Apple to ban all other rival browsers from iOS is desirable as it stops Google from dictating the future of the web via decisions made in Chromium.

One proposed solution is to prevent operating systems from banning particular browser engines and/or browsers. However, since the majority of non-iOS browsers are based on Google's Blink browser engine, the current chair of the HTTP Working Group Mark Nottingham submits that any requirement for Apple to allow third party browser engines on iOS is likely to result in even greater usage of Google's Blink and therefore 'a further concentration of market power by Google'.

ACCC – Digital Platform Services Enquiry (September 2021)

This needs to be broken down to identify whether that is true or not and that depends on:

1. Does Google allow for good governance of the project?
2. Is Google's governance of the project inclusive?
3. Does it allow for dissenting opinions?
4. Can Google leverage its control over governance to introduce features that further its own goals?
5. Can Google slip in features against the wishes of the other browsers which they can't remove?
This particular defense of Apple's Browser Ban has three issues.

First, this argument implicitly acknowledges that iOS Safari is sufficiently underpowered and buggy that given the choice users would immediately jump ship to a rival browser. It also assumes that with the advent of competition on iOS that Apple wouldn't invest deeply to make up for the ground they have lost in Safari.

Second, other browsers are allowed on MacOS and Safari still maintains a healthy share of 60.4%, calculated by using StatCounter's 2021 Oct data by dividing Safari's desktop share by Mac OS desktop share.

Third, the counter argument is that Samsung, Edge, Brave, Opera etc all maintain soft forks of Chromium and can disable features they don't like with flags and add any feature they want directly on top. They can continue to pull in changes and updates from Chromium they do like. Should governance of the Chromium project become unhealthy, all of these participants retain the credible ability to hard-fork Chromium and Blink the way the Chrome team forked from WebKit, and how Apple forked WebKit from KHTML.

This is very different to the iOS Webkit situation where a very specific version of Webkit is forced on third party browser vendors. Browser makers have no recourse to change the engine feature set, not even to enable or disable features that are available in the source code from which WebKit on the device was built. The inability to differentiate effectively, even via soft fork, is a major step down in competition for iOS browsers. Beyond soft and hard forks, in a market with functioning browser choice, there is nothing stopping a third party from creating their own browser from scratch (beyond development cost).

There is already direct competition between the Chromium browsers and they are diverging in what they offer consumers.

Any argument that Apple makes suggesting that the situation with Webkit is equivalent to the situation with Blink / Chromium because Webkit is also open source is false. When Browser Vendors use Chromium in their Browser on Android, they decide what features are included. On iOS, only Apple decides. It's the software that runs on real users' devices that's important.

Edge, Opera, Brave and other browser makers freely choose Chromium as their engine, and have invested in integrating their differentiated features with it, and into its shared development via open-source contributions.

Although Google by accounts does pay Igalia to contribute to Webkit to improve compatibility issues, in general browsers should not be seriously expected to contribute to another rival browser engine and ecosystem that is being forced onto them while having no control over how they can use it and which features, whether adding or removing or modifying, make it onto iOS.
To imply that browsers can simply contribute to WebKit negates the fact that Apple has exclusive control over the Safari WebView on iOS. For browsers on iOS what makes it into WebKit is irrelevant, it’s what functionality that is available within the Safari Webview that’s important.

8.1.1. Microsoft Differentiates Edge from Chrome

For example this is a list of all the features that Microsoft have removed or replaced from Chromium in Edge:

![Services we replaced or turned off](image)

Additionally Brave has added many privacy features into their browser. A research study analyzing browser privacy by Professor Douglas J. Leith of the University of Dublin reported that Brave had the highest level of privacy of the browsers tested.

There is even code being added to the Chromium project that Chrome will not use but other browsers using Chromium want. For example Edge ships the requestStorageAccess API that Safari defined for ITP. Chrome has no intention to ever ship it. Yet code for it has landed in Chromium.

If anything the situation is analogous to Linux on the server where many different versions of Linux compete with each other for market share based on their differing feature sets while still being based and soft-forked from the same underlying entirely free and open-source software.
The **API owners** of Blink are the ones that can make decisions about what new features are included in the Browser's main engine. 6 of these owners work for Google, but the other 3 work for separate companies (Igalia, Microsoft and Opera). This means that Google has shared the governance of their project with external parties with a fairly transparent process.

Webkit by comparison has an opaque governance structure and it is not clear if anyone outside of Apple has decision making capability when it comes to the project.
8.1.2. Blink and Webkit - Two Sides of the same Coin?

A second variation of this argument is that, as many browsers on Android are Chromium based (and thus use the Blink layout engine), the situation with Blink on Android and Webkit on iOS is similar. In other words: “Most browsers on Android are Chromium, so why is it a problem that all browsers on iOS are Safari/Webkit?”

For now let’s mostly ignore that completely different browser engines (i.e Gecko) are allowed on Android.

The reality could not be more different.

On iOS third party browsers:

- Can’t pick their own browser engine
- Can’t pick which version of Webkit they wish to use
- Can’t turn browser engine features on or off using flags
- Can’t add entirely new browser engine features
- Can’t edit browser engine features
- Can’t entirely remove browser engine features
- Don’t even get all the features of Webkit that iOS provides Safari
- Get a more restricted version of Webkit than the one iOS provides Safari (Safari and the WebView that browsers use do not get the same level of access)
- Use a version of Webkit provided that is tied to iOS system updates as opposed to packaged with the third party browser

On Android third party browsers:

- Can use their own browser engine
- Can pick which version of Blink they wish to use (if they are using Blink at all)
- Can turn browser engine features on/off using flags
- Can add entirely new features to Blink
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- Can edit existing features in Blink
- Can completely remove features from Blink
- Don't have to use Blink at all

On iOS, only Apple has final say on what the web can and can not do, Not users, third party browsers or developers.

Percentage and Number of non-Google commits in Chromium over the past 5 years
8.2. Security

Apple argues that allowing third party browsers will worsen security on iOS. The general pitch is that additional browser engines expand the iOS attack surface. If they bring even one security flaw with them, that is one more way for iOS users to be attacked.²

Browsers are incredibly complex, and all browsers have bugs and security vulnerabilities. Not all security vulnerabilities are equal, and many discovered by developers and security researchers are patched before they are abused in the wild. Browsers can be thought of as mini-operating systems that sit atop traditional OSes. They are application platforms as well as tools for browsing the web. They are exceptionally powerful and need low-level system access that other apps do not (or should not). Browser bugs can be leveraged to gain access to the device by exploiting security flaws. It is likely that all browsers have and will continue to have security vulnerabilities.

Browser Vendors must be committed to high levels of security investment, reasonable response times for fixing security holes, and should actively maintain their browsers. Google, Mozilla, Microsoft, Opera, Samsung, and others have good track records on security. They promptly patch security flaws and transparently publish what they have done. This gives us confidence that they can be trusted with the same sort of low-level API access they enjoy on every other major OS.

We are not suggesting a free for all. Indeed, we do not necessarily support expanded API access for non-browsers. What we suggest is that well-staffed and secure rival browsers with proven track records be allowed to compete on a level playing field. Competition on security has driven security innovation in browsers for 20+ years, and responsible vendors are heavily incentivised to fix security issues or lose market share.

When thinking about browser security vulnerabilities it is important to note it’s typically very difficult to use a browser exploit against a user who does not use that browser. This means that when thinking about security of a system, it needs to be viewed through the lens of what is the weighted average of the severity of vulnerabilities in all the browsers offered, not the sum. Adding a new browser to the system can only make the security worse if its security is worse than the average, even if it increases the total number of vulnerabilities of any given severity. This is important because if you have an operating system with only one browser and then you allow an additional 5 browsers (complete with their engines) the number of vulnerabilities that the "average user" is affected by doesn't change, provided each browser vendor does not have dramatically worse security.

Security is a nuanced and difficult topic. Not all vulnerabilities have equal impact, and in modern browsers, vulnerabilities must often be chained to put users at risk. Simple counts of vulnerabilities are not particularly helpful when comparing browser vendors.

² For now let’s exclude intentional jail-breaking, as that is more of a problem for Apple than it is for their users.
Apple has justified their Webkit restriction by stating they can roll out security patches faster than other browser vendors and that their browser is more secure than rival browsers. In order to persuasively argue a need to ban all rivals, Apple would need to prove that iOS Safari rolls out security patches faster, has significantly better security, and that the harm to users from allowing rival browsers is significantly worse than the harm caused by lack of competition. Apple must further demonstrate that the risks inherent to a browser monoculture are not material. Users who fear they may be under attack have no alternatives available today, and Apple must show this is net beneficial.

There is reason to believe Safari security is not better than the competition, nor does Safari roll out patches faster.

8.2.1. Safari Users are Exposed for Longer

Safari updates are tied to the operating system (an antiquated practice). This means to update the browser, users have to update the entire operating system.

According to the metrics regarding bugs filed by Google's Project Zero team, Safari is the slowest major engine to fix issues and is significantly slower than others as delivering fixes through software updates.
iOS users remain vulnerable to known bugs in Safari longer than users of alternative browsers on every other OS. This picture is made even darker by OS update rates. Since Safari requires a full operating system update, further hassle (and attendant delay) is introduced in getting patches into user's hands than if the browser updated like a “normal app” (the standard on all other modern OSes). Safari requires the user to update their entire operating system, a process that makes the device unusable for up-to 20 minutes.

8.2.2. Apple does not patch older versions of iOS

Users perform operating system updates less often than application updates (which can happen silently). Additionally users may choose not to update to the next major operating system release (i.e. iOS 14 to iOS 15) meaning they can miss out on vital security patches. Because Apple does not always back-port patches to older OS versions, users that fail to endure heavyweight OS updates can fall behind on browser security updates on iOS.
Of vital importance to security is shortening the length of time between a vulnerability being discovered and being patched for the end user. This is referred to as patch gap.

"Ideally, the window of time between a public patch and a stable release is as small as possible."

Tim Becker - Security Researcher

Older versions of iOS do not always get the security patches provided to the latest version. For example this chart (reproduced below) shows a list of patches (many of them for Webkit) available in iOS 15 and if they are available in iOS 14. It is important to note that Apple has not communicated this information to users. As users are unable to choose alternative browsers, they are left insecure without warning, even though their browser may be “up to date”.

The article titled "Apple's Poor Patching Policies Potentially Make Users' Security and Privacy Precarious" goes into more detail.

Apple says it never intended iOS 14 security updates to last forever, whereas Firefox and Chrome support far older devices. Since Edge, Vivaldi and Brave are built on the same platform as Chrome, they are likely to be identical or very similar in terms of security.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15.x</th>
<th>14.x</th>
<th>12.x</th>
<th>CVE</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30837</td>
<td>Accessory Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30811</td>
<td>AppleMobileFileIntegrity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30838</td>
<td>Apple Neural Engine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30866</td>
<td>bootp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30825</td>
<td>CoreML</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30863</td>
<td>Face ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30816</td>
<td>FaceTime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30882</td>
<td>FaceTime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30831</td>
<td>FontParser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30840</td>
<td>FontParser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30867</td>
<td>iCloud Photo Library</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30814</td>
<td>ImageIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30835</td>
<td>ImageIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30819</td>
<td>Model I/O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30874</td>
<td>NetworkExtension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30854</td>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30870</td>
<td>Quick Look</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30808</td>
<td>Sandbox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30815</td>
<td>Siri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30826</td>
<td>Telephony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30884</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30809</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30851</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>2021-30810</td>
<td>Wi-Fi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>File System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Sandbox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>UIKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Image Processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Model I/O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Model I/O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Siri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>UIKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NetworkExtension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>CoreAudio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>FontParser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>FontParser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>FontParser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Foundation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ImageIO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ibexpat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iWebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>15 (9/20)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>iCloud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>15.0.1 (10/1)</td>
<td>2021-30918</td>
<td>Status Bar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>15.0.2 (10/11)</td>
<td>2021-30883</td>
<td>IMobileFrameBuffer</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30907</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30917</td>
<td>ColorSync</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30903</td>
<td>Continuity Camera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30919</td>
<td>CoreGraphics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30900</td>
<td>GPU Drivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30909</td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30916</td>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30902</td>
<td>Voice Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30888</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30858</td>
<td>WebKit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>15.1 (10/25)</td>
<td>2021-30860</td>
<td>CoreGraphics</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Two researchers confirmed 15.x isn't impacted by 2021-30860. **2021-30869 only "in the wild" for 12.x.
8.2.3. Browser Code Execution Vulnerabilities

Code execution vulnerabilities range in severity, and as previously noted, often require “exploit chains” of multiple bugs to use, meaning that raw numbers are not the full story. Regardless, they can help inform a fuller picture.

We look at the publically available data regarding code execution bugs since the Blink/Webkit fork. Examining the trends for Safari, Chrome and Firefox, we see that Safari suffered the most reported vulnerabilities in every year save 2016. The graph above focuses on code execution vulnerabilities because these are the most serious category.

While not a conclusive picture about relative security, this data brings into doubt Apple’s claims that it is significantly better than the competition:
"Chrome/Brave/Firefox are required to use the default WebKit/JS [to run on iOS, making them merely skinned versions of Safari]. If Apple isn't going to put in the work necessary to protect users then they should let others do so."

Paul Wagenseil - Tom's Guide

There are many caveats. First, the CVE database only includes vulnerabilities that are reported or named. Vendors may choose not to assign a CVE number to every vulnerability and there have been reports of security engineers who have complained that Apple hasn't in the past.

It is also possible that Apple's platform may be under more scrutiny since Apple promotes itself as being security and privacy focused. Apple users also tend to be wealthier, adding to the potential value of an exploit to bad actors, incentivizing more investment by researchers.

The more scrutiny a system recipes, the more likely vulnerabilities are to be found, so looking at bug counts is unreliable. Apple, however, is making the extraordinary claims regarding browser security and so the onus is on Apple to prove it.
8.2.4. Apple has a Poor Relationship with External Security Experts

The security of iPhones is one of Apple's key marketing claims. According to two dozen security researchers who spoke on the condition of anonymity, Facebook, Microsoft and Google publicize their programs and highlight security researchers who receive bounties in blog posts and leaderboards. They hold conferences and provide resources to encourage a broad international audience to participate. In contrast, Apple, already known for being tight-lipped, limits communication and feedback on why it chooses to pay or not pay for a bug, according to security researchers who have submitted bugs to the bounty program.

Apple reportedly has a considerable bug backlog:

"You have to have a healthy internal bug fixing mechanism before you can attempt to have a healthy bug vulnerability disclosure program. What do you expect is going to happen if they report a bug that you already knew about but haven't fixed? Or if they report something that takes you 500 days to fix it?"

Moussouris - Helped create Microsoft's Bug Bounty Program

"It seems like Apple thinks people reporting bugs are annoying and they want to discourage people from doing so"

Tian Zhang - an iOS software engineer

"Apple's closed-off approach hinders its security efforts"

Dave Aitel - co-author of "The Hacker's Handbook"
"To me, the bigger takeaway is that Apple is shipping iOS with known bugs, And that security researchers are so frustrated by the Apple Bug Bounty program they are literally giving up on it, turning down (potential) money, to post free bugs online. It's not that Apple doesn't have resources or money to fix this, Clearly it's just not a priority to them."

Patrick Wardle - Security Expert

"Apple is slow to fix reported bugs and does not always pay hackers what they believe they're owed. Ultimately, they say, Apple's insular culture has hurt the program and created a blind spot on security."

Reed Albergotti - Washington Post

“I want to share my frustrating experience participating in Apple Security Bounty program. I've reported four 0-day vulnerabilities this year between March 10 and May 4, as of now three of them are still present in the latest iOS version (15.0) and one was fixed in 14.7, but Apple decided to cover it up and not list it on the security content page. When I confronted them, they apologized, assured me it happened due to a processing issue and promised to list it on the security content page of the next update. There were three releases since then and they broke their promise each time."

Denis Tokarev
8.2.5. Every other OS can manage to allow competing browser Engines

Finally every other OS in wide use – including Windows, ChromeOS, Android, Linux, and Apple’s own macOS, – allow competing browser engines while remaining secure. Surely Apple can find alternative measures to remain secure without banning the competition.

8.2.6. Summary

Based on the information above Apple:

1. Has the longest delay in patching vulnerabilities
2. Experiences the largest number of code execution vulnerabilities
3. Doesn’t patch vulnerabilities in their browser for older versions of iOS
4. Has a poor relationship with external security experts

It is hard to argue that iOS Safari even matches the security of other major rival browser vendors. It is impossible in our view for Apple to argue that iOS Safari’s security advantage over other vendors is so extreme that it justifies the clear anti-competitive practice of simply banning the competition, considering the negative externalities that it imposes on consumers.
8.3. Privacy

Apple could argue that it can not allow third party browsers (complete with their own engines) because they will provide users with functionality that Apple believes only Native Apps should have.

Apple’s public position on denying these APIs is that they could be used to fingerprint the user. As is extensively argued in this section, Apple’s position is wildly inconsistent between Web and Native. There is a strong case that the current protections in other browsers for these features are far stronger than the ones Apple provides for analogous Native features.

Additionally Apple astonishingly holds this position while providing its own opt-in fingerprinting solution to Native Apps and poorly policing when users who reject being tracked are ignored.

8.3.1. Native vs the Web

Apple is not doing enough to protect user’s privacy in native apps while at the same time stifling Browsers and Web Apps.

Tracking is far more pervasive and allowed in native than it is on the web. Privacy is incredibly important for users and more needs to be done especially on the native ecosystems however it should not be used as a tool to defend against competition.

“By now you probably know that your apps ask for permission to tap into loads of data. They request device information, like advertiser IDs, which companies use to build marketing profiles.”

"you’re also exposing your sensitive information to dozens of other technology companies, ad networks, data brokers and aggregators"

“And every app is potentially leaking data to five or 10 other apps. Every S.D.K. is taking your data and doing something different — combining it with other data to learn more about you. It’s happening even if the company says we don’t share data. Because they’re not technically sharing it; the S.D.K. is just pulling it out. Nobody has any privacy.”

Charlie Warzel - New York Times
“The simple fact is, the data you give to apps powers a massive economy worth hundreds of billions of dollars, which is hundreds of billions of reasons for it not to change — until and unless it’s forced to.”

Sara Morrison - VOX

“But this is only the tip of the iceberg. Now the app stores should take the next step: ban SDKs from any data brokers that collect and sell our location information.”

“There is no good reason for apps to collect and sell location data, especially when users have no way of knowing how that data will be used. We implore Apple and Google to end this seedy industry, and make it clear that location data brokers are not welcome on their app stores”

Bennett Cyphers - Electronic Freedom Foundation

Apple is wildly inconsistent in how it approaches privacy on Native and on the Web. Apple is very happy to take measures that break functionality for the Web that they would never even consider for Native Apps (i.e completely removing bluetooth). Additionally Native Apps have comparably weak permissioning compared to that provided by browsers. Finally Apple provides its own opt-in fingerprinting solution for Native Apps for the purpose of advertising.

Apple’s commitment to privacy on the web is admirable but the uneven enforcement between the iOS App Store where they command a 15-30% tax and the Web where they have none implies that it is simply a tactical tool to block competition.
9. The Web Can Be Capable

“The fact that web apps aren’t able to fully compete with iOS apps is an Apple problem, not a web problem”

Richard MacManus - NewsStack

9.1. Photoshop

Using various new standardized web technologies, Adobe has now brought a public beta of Photoshop to the web.

It’s important to note that Adobe did not rebuild Photoshop from scratch. This is real photoshop using their 31 year old code-base along with its decades of investment.

“The simple power of a URL is that anyone can click it and instantly access it. All you need is a browser. There is no need to install an application or worry about what operating system you are running on. For web applications, that means users can have access to the application and their documents and comments. This makes the web the ideal collaboration platform, something that is becoming more and more essential to creative and marketing teams.”
This was made possible by a few web standards:

9.1.1. WebAssembly

WebAssembly is a new type of code that can be run in modern web browsers — it is a low-level assembly-like language with a compact binary format that runs with near-native performance and provides languages such as C/C++, C# and Rust with a compilation target so that they can run on the web. It is also designed to run alongside JavaScript, allowing both to work together.

Using this Photoshop was able to get their decades of C++ code and port it into a sandboxed environment for their Web App.

9.1.2. WebGL and WebGL2

WebGL is a JavaScript API for rendering high-performance interactive 3D and 2D graphics. Photoshop needed this to deliver competitive performance for its image compositing system.

9.1.3. SIMD Instructions

This is a specialized instruction set that can improve performance for certain types of parallel code. For Photoshop SIMD provides a 3–4× speedup on average and in some cases a 80–160× speedup.

9.1.4. File System Access API - Private File System

Given how large Photoshop documents can be, Photoshop needs the ability to dynamically move data from on-disk to memory as a user pans around. This new origin trial allowed Photoshop to have a high performant private file system that it could access via the API. This allows competitive performance on a wide range of devices.

Photoshop's reputation as a demanding application demonstrates that nearly any sort of program can be delivered today as a Web App on a capable browser. Given the speed of progress in the best browsers, it's hard to imagine that the gap between Native and Web in terms of performance/capability will not continue to shrink.
10. The Future of the Web

If effective competition was restored to the mobile web then the advantages to users are:

**Considerably lower development and maintenance costs**

Being able to develop a single interoperable application and deploy it to 5 operating systems simultaneously reduces costs by potentially 2-5 times, perhaps more when the costs of waiting for each app store to approve updates are factored in. Maintaining multiple code bases in different languages and navigating the rules of multiple app stores is expensive and time consuming.

In a well functioning market, these savings should be passed on to users.

**Higher quality**

Less time wasted on duplicated code and keeping different versions of the code base in sync means more time can be focused on quality. This is doubly true for important concerns like accessibility and security reviews which tend to require specialist attention. Concentrating the attention of development teams on a single codebase has a positive effect on these attributes.

**Interoperability**

The same applications, running from the same codebase, deployed the same way can become the norm for mobile application development the way it has been on the desktop for nearly a decade, powered by the web.

**Reduced Lock-In**

If more applications are cross platform then users have less tying them to a particular OS or hardware vendor. Application portability reduces friction between moving OSs and improves competition in that space too.

**More private and secure**

Browsers are heavily sandboxed and historically place less trust in Web Apps than native platforms grant to apps by default. Web APIs, unlike their Native App counterparts, have a long track record of giving as little access as necessary, requiring direct user permission for access to powerful or dangerous capabilities, and deploying anti-abuse mitigations faster than the pace of OS patch uptake.
Lower platform taxes for commodity capabilities

If Web Apps were allowed to compete effectively, enormous pressure would be placed on platform taxes for the large majority of applications that do not require truly proprietary or exclusive functionality not available on other devices.

With effective competition App Stores would only be able to charge a tax proportional to the value (in terms of review, cataloging, payment processing, and access to unique hardware) that users perceive they provide. It is unlikely that in this future Apple would have enough market power to maintain a 30% tax, something akin to VISA or Mastercards 2-3% is more likely.

A level playing field for small developers

Developing for multiple platforms in different languages almost immediately necessitates larger teams making life difficult if not impossible for smaller developers to provide cross platform support. This reduces the number of firms that can produce and market software effectively.

More innovation

Lowering the cost of development allows more market participants and experimentation, leading to increased innovation.
10.1. Multiple Competing Browsers

If Apple allowed multiple rival browsers (complete with their engines) then iOS could actually have browser competition. Having multiple browsers competing on a platform is desirable. Competition is what drives improvements in utility, performance, privacy and security. iOS Safari currently faces almost no competitive pressure.

Apple will likely make arguments that their Safari browser is more privacy focused than other browsers but competition will make the web more private, not less. Browsers, like for example Brave and Firefox could compete on which is the most private. Users not Apple can make decisions on the trade offs between utility, performance, privacy and security. Browsers are by default considerably more private, sandboxed and secure than Native Apps.

Chrome, Edge, Opera, Brave and Samsung Browser are not the same despite being all based on Chromium. They are competing to differentiate themselves in utility, performance, privacy and security on top of a shared underlying open source and free codebase.

Competitive pressure will force iOS Safari to improve or if it doesn't, offer users recourse to switch to alternate browsers. This would provide Apple the incentive to keep pace with the other browsers and give consumers a means of voting with their feet by moving to a competing browser if they fail to do so.

Competition is what drives innovation and delivers the most value to consumers.
10.2. Competing App Stores without Sacrificing User Safety

There is a proposed specification called the Web Install API to allow Web Apps to install other Web Apps (via browser prompts and user interaction). No capability beyond the APIs needed for competing browsers to install PWAs to an OS (currently a private API that Apple does not expose to competing browsers on iOS) are needed.

This is important for two reasons. First, it allows developers to produce installable App Stores that are themselves Web Apps, and therefore safe and secure by default. Also, it would allow companies to offer collections ("suites") of Web Apps that are separate products on separate domains; for example, Adobe's Creative Cloud Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, Lightroom, Spark, Fonts, etc.).

This specification is at a very early stage, but we believe that in the long term this feature will greatly enhance Web Apps' ability to compete with Native Apps. This adds vital functionality to Web Apps in terms of an alternate system to the gatekeepers App Store of user reviews, trust, cataloging and potentially payment.

Ensuring that APIs are made available to competing browsers to facilitate this open, interoperable future should be a goal of regulatory oversight because, unlike sideloading of native apps, it charts a safe and secure middle-way for true competition, low developer taxes, and improved interoperability for users.
10.3. Web App / Native App Feature Parity

For the web to truly provide effective competition to native App Stores the browsers need access to various system APIs to be able to provide feature parity.

For chat and social applications:

- Screen Wakelock
- Push Notifications and Unread Count badging
- Stable (non buggy) webRTC

For applications that need to communicate with users devices:

- Web Bluetooth
- Web USB
- Web MIDI
- Web Serial

For gaming and other graphic intensive applications:

- Fullscreen API for <canvas> and non-<video> elements
- WASM Threads, Shared Array Buffers, and SIMD
- WebXR
- Offscreen Canvas
- WebGPU (arriving in other engines this year)
10.3.1. Integrated Web App Permissions

Finally to make the experience truly equivalent and to enable users to sensibly manage security and permissions, users need per an installed Web App permissioning built into the operating system. Permissions that are exclusive to browsers (i.e. don't have an Native App equivalent) can be handled by a webview to the browser that installed the application, alternatively each browser could provide an implementation of this page to the OS.

Example of iOS permission settings screen:
11. Potential Regulatory Solutions

To bring effective competition to both browsers on iOS and to allow Web Apps to effectively compete with the App Store (as Apple has suggested they can), regulation should mandate opening up iOS to true third-party browsers, complete with their own engines.

Further, Apple should be prohibited from enforcing restrictions that would prevent competing engines from delivering Web Apps at feature parity with Native Apps. Regulation should provide for prudent privacy and security considerations to be handled in arbitration should parties not be able to come to speedy agreement.

11.1. Mandating iOS Safari support specific standards is the wrong approach

Web Standards evolve quickly, spurred on by competing browser makers working with developers. This involves collaboration in standards bodies to improve compatibility, however if each Browser vendor had to wait until there was complete agreement between every vendor for each of the various standards (and each standards body operates differently), it would be possible for a vendor (e.g. Apple) to game these processes especially in areas where they have an outsized influence to prevent the progression of these standards.

Typically, cutting edge features are deployed by browser makers in their own engines first, then, using real world feedback over several years, eventual standards are created. No feature starts out as a web standard.

“Web Standards are voluntary. The force that most powerfully compels their adoption is competition, rather than regulation. This is an inherent property of modern browsers. Vendors participate in standards processes not because they need anyone else to tell them what to do, and not because they are somehow subject to the dictates of standards bodies, but rather to learn from developers and find agreement with competitors in a problem space where compatibility returns outsized gains”

Alex Russell - Program Manager on Microsoft Edge

No one can predict what web technologies will be important in the future, and disagreements between browser makers on the exact path forward are reasonable and expected. It is very difficult, if not impossible for regulators to predict which standards will be the most important and what their exact definition will end up being. It’s a subtle and complex topic.

So rather than (as a regulator) mandating that a gatekeeper must support a particular web standard, a better approach is regulating to enable effective competition on the gatekeepers
operating systems **both between rival browsers** and **between Web Apps and Native Apps**. Then allow market forces to push forward the changes (new web standards) most beneficial to end users.

### 11.2. Predicted Response from Apple

Apple on their iOS platform, has a strong incentive to not allow Third Party Browsers or capable Web Apps on iOS as this would:

1. Allow open competition with the App Store where Apple currently receives between 15% - 30% of the all revenue.


3. Reduce developer lock-in to Apple's ecosystem as Web Apps are interoperable with other manufacturers devices and reduce the number of developers that are only exclusively targeting iOS as a platform.

4. Reduce user lock-in to their ecosystem as users could migrate with their apps and data to other devices which also supported the apps they use.

This is covered in more detail in [this section](#).

Apple is incentivized to use security and privacy as roadblocks to competition including to block Third Party Browsers, Web Apps and their capabilities. These roadblocks could be spurious and either offer no or exceptionally limited privacy or security benefits to users while depriving them of useful functionality.

When there are privacy or security issues, there could also be mitigations that would allow use of the feature while minimizing any privacy or security issues. Unfortunately due to the highly technical nature of the platform it is possible to present convincing but spurious arguments as a shield to protect against competition, especially if you have a high budget to spend on lobbying. There is a joke doing the rounds of the developer community that Apple has more lobbyists working to prevent competition for the iOS App Store than they have developers working on Safari/Webkit.

"Apple has been able to intimidate and use a lot of money" to kill legislation

*Arizona Rep. Regina Cobb*

It is expected that Apple will fight hard against these changes as they are likely to dramatically increase competition, affect their Search Engine revenue and curtail their control of the iOS app market, so it is important to break down any argument and separate Apple's concerns into individual components and address them individually.
11.3. Legitimate Issues

There are legitimate privacy, security, spam, and app quality concerns that gatekeepers will have and these need to be addressed.

The gatekeeper should be able to enforce proportional policies that address these concerns while still enabling open competition between browsers and between proprietary Native Apps and open Web Apps.

11.3.1. Security

Browsers are complex applications, and all browsers have bugs and security vulnerabilities. Not all security vulnerabilities are equal, and many are discovered and patched before they are abused in the wild.

Browsers can be thought of as mini-operating systems, an application platform as well as a tool for browsing the web. They are very powerful and as such need low-level system access and privileges that no other app on iOS currently receives.

It is important to recognize that browsers can be leveraged to gain access to the device by using security flaws. It is likely that all browsers have and will continue to have security vulnerabilities.

Browser Vendors should be committed to maintaining high security in their browsers, reasonable response times for fixing security holes and should continue active maintenance of their browser. If it can be shown that a Browser Vendor is not providing reasonable efforts to keep their browser secure then the gatekeeper should be allowed to either remove privileges from that browser or remove the browser from their platform.

The gatekeeper should either have to apply to the regulator to have a browser removed OR a browser should be able to appeal removal to the regulator.

11.3.2. Privacy

User’s should be able to make decisions and choices which include tradeoffs between security, privacy and utility.

Apple, despite their marketing, arguably does not have the “most” private browser and other browsers could offer more privacy than Safari if they had access to the technology to make that possible. Brave is one example, which is built on top of chromium (blink, the same engine Chrome and Edge use), has extensive privacy features and ad-blocking built in.
Enabling particular functionality may in some cases lead to potentially less privacy but more utility, and it’s important that users are allowed to make these judgements and trade-offs by switching their browser.

11.3.3. Ignoring User Settings / Preferences

The third-party browser might ignore user settings such as parental controls or block lists. It is our opinion that browsers should as much as reasonably possible respect the wishes of the user as expressed through Operating System settings, and that Operating System setting should be available to those browsers through reliable, stable, public APIs.

11.3.4. Ignore certain privacy and security policies

A user may have applied specific privacy and security policies that they would like enforced. A third party browser could choose to ignore these preferences or enact stricter preferences as set via their own settings surfaces.

11.3.5. Abandoned Browsers

A third party browser may be abandoned by it’s developer and no longer updated. This means that the browser would no longer get timely security updates. Operating Systems should be within their rights to disable or remove such browsers from wide circulation to protect users.

Regulators should provide enforcement oversight of these mechanisms to ensure they are not abused by Gatekeepers.

11.3.6. Low Effort Spam Browser

A company could simply package up another browser engine, add functionality to spam users or collect private data.

Note:
Windows, macOS, Android and Linux already allow Third Party Browsers and Web Apps. Note that Android has yet to make it easy for third-party browsers to deploy Web Apps properly (specifically because the interface to mint WebAPK’s are private APIs and are not exposed to competitors).
11.4. Balancing the need for competition with Security/Privacy

The way to address each of these issues is for the Gatekeeper to mandate browser engine choice, open access to private APIs, and require publicly publish extensive documentation for the responsibilities of the Third Party Browsers with regards to security and privacy.

All rules must be narrow in scope and based on the expectations set by the Gatekeeper's own Browser or Applications.

Third Party Browsers that do not abide by these rules can be removed, with appeals to regulatory oversight mechanisms set forth publicly by competent authorities.

*Please note that the authors are software experts not lawyers. We simply want to convey the intent, structure and content of potential regulation.*
11.5. REGULATION

In all aspects of regulatory oversight, we envision that regulators continue to be involved deeply in the enforcement of rules that accompany findings of fact from these enquiries. Such oversight might create mechanisms of appeal for competitors, hands-on regulatory intervention in day-to-day rule-change proposals by Gatekeepers, or mechanisms for statutory relief. We don’t presume to know the correct mix of these remedies, but the goals of enforcement are more clear.

Gatekeepers should:

1. Not block the **installation** of **Third Party Browsers**
2. Not prevent or restrict Third Party Browsers from their choice of a Javascript Engine (for example Nitro, V8) or Layout Engine (for example Blink, Gecko, Webkit)³
3. Not block **updates** to **Third Party Browsers**
4. Allow Third Party Browsers to **install** and **manage Web Apps**
5. **Not limit the capabilities** of Third Party Browsers and Web Apps and should provide access to relevant device and operating system APIs. Browsers and Web Apps should not be restricted by the operating system from accessing any feature that is provided to the gatekeepers own browser, native apps or system apps.
6. Provide users with equivalent ability to manage Web Apps through **system settings** provided for Native Apps, regardless of which Browser installed them.
7. Provide an easy to use mechanism for users to set their desired **default browser** and should respect this choice in the operating system and their own applications

**Limitations on Third Party Browsers**

1. The Gatekeeper can mandate and publish **narrow scope** and **proportional** security/privacy policies for Third Party Browsers and Web Apps with regulator approval.
2. All restrictions relating to Third Party Browsers and Web Apps including those for security and privacy must be individually approved by the regulator.
3. All restrictions placed on Third Party Browsers must be publicly documented. Confidential or Secret restrictions should be prohibited.

³ A browser engine (also known as a layout engine or rendering engine) is a core software component of every major web browser. The primary job of a browser engine is to transform HTML documents and other resources of a web page into an interactive visual representation on a user's device.
4. Proposed changes to these policies must be published and approved by the regulator.

5. These policies must be in the interest of the end user.

6. These policies can not inhibit capabilities of the Third Party Browser or Web App from the perspective of the end user.

7. The Gatekeeper must produce documentation for these policies which:
   a. are thorough;
   b. contain a high level of technical detail explaining both the need for these policies and exactly what they mean.

8. These policies and their associated documentation must be made public. Confidential or secret restrictions should be prohibited.

9. The Gatekeeper must answer all questions and hypotheticals about these policies in a timely fashion. These questions and answers must be made public.

Providing that the Third Party Browser or Web App latest version is in compliance with the current privacy/security policies the Gatekeeper should not block installation/capabilities or update of it, including if arbitration or litigation is currently in process. The Gatekeeper may apply to the regulator to permanently ban a particular company from providing Third Party Browser or Web Apps if they can prove the Third Party Browser is maliciously acting against the interests of end users (i.e it is actually malware/spam).

The desired outcome with these regulations is that browsers and web-apps are delivered unrestricted by the operating system.

These proposed regulations should be subject to an open comment period to allow all stakeholders to provide feedback, however it should be expected that Apple and other special interest groups are heavily incentivized to maintain the status quo.
12. Bright Future for Competition

If third party browsers were allowed, with full access to all the APIs that Apple gives Safari, this would provide Apple the incentive to keep pace with the other browsers and give consumers a means of voting with their feet by moving to a competing browser if they fail to do so.

It would provide a source of competition with the App Store as Tim Cook and others at Apple have suggested. It would place downward pressure on the tax Apple charges companies and by extension users on all purchases made in the App Store.

If Apple was compelled to provide Web Apps an equal footing to Native Apps, companies would be able to develop a wide range of apps for a single standards based platform that would then be interoperable between iOS, macOS, Android, Windows and Linux. This would result in as much as a 2-5 fold drop in development and maintenance cost and result in higher quality Apps for end users.

A ban on third-party browsers benefits Apple and harms users, developers and businesses.

**Competition not walled gardens leads to the best outcomes**
13. Further Reading

13.1. Alex Russell - Browser Choice Must Matter

Alex Russell (Former W3C TAG / Google Chrome, Now on the Microsoft Edge team) has written a series of articles labelled “Browser Choice Must Matter” which go into deep technical detail in relation to “Browser Choice”.

Progress Delayed is Progress Denied
A detailed look into Safari on iOS and how it has slipped behind
https://infrequently.org/2021/04/progress-delayed/

Hobson’s Browser
How Apple, Facebook and Google are undermining user choice in browsers
https://infrequently.org/2021/07/hobsons-browser/

iOS Engine Choice in Depth
A deep dive into browser choice on iOS with technical details
https://infrequently.org/2021/08/webkit-ios-deep-dive/

13.2. Bruce Lawson

Progressive Web Apps and iOS
Bruce Lawson presentation to the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority about issues with Web Apps on iOS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOyfMzWqHiY

13.3. Stuart Langridge

Browser choice on Apple’s iOS: privacy and security aspects
Stuart Langridge’s presentation to the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority about various privacy and security aspects on iOS.

https://kryogenix.org/code/cma-apple/
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Private File System Origin Trial

https://web.dev/file-system-access/#accessing-files-optimized-for-performance-from-the-origin-private-file-

Alex Russell - Program Manager on Microsoft Edge - On WebStandards


Apple received 9% of Gross Profit from Google Search Engine deal


Rep. Regina Cobb - A Republican state lawmaker in Arizona - On Apple's aggressive lobbying


Joshua Long - Apple's Poor Patching Policies Potentially Make Users' Security and Privacy Precarious


Charlie Warzel - New York Times on privacy and native apps tracking


Sara Morrison - VOX on harvesting data via native apps
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Bennett Cyphers - Electronic Freedom Foundation - On harvesting data via native apps

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/06/apples-response-hey-showcases-whats-most-broken-about-apple-app-store

Google - Announcing the Webkit/Blink Engine Split

https://blog.chromium.org/2013/04/blink-rendering-engine-for-chromium.html

CVEDetails - All Vulnerabilities in Safari


CVEDetails - All Vulnerabilities in Chrome


CVEDetails - All Vulnerabilities in Firefox

https://www.cvedetails.com/product/3264/Mozilla-Firefox.html?vendor_id=452

Paul Wagenseil - Tom's Guide - On hacking the iPhone via Safari/Webkit

https://www.tomsguide.com/opinion/your-iphone-is-less-safe-than-it-was-yesterday-and-thats-good

Wikipedia - CVE - Definition

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_Vulnerabilities_and_Exposures

Google - Project Zero (Security Team) on security browser metrics

https://googleprojectzero.blogspot.com/2022/02/a-walk-through-project-zero-metrics.html
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Reed Albergotti - Washington Post - On the poor state of Apple's bug bounty program

Thomas Claburn - The Register - On poor treatment of Security Researchers by Apple
https://www.theregister.com/2020/07/01/apple_macos_privacy_bypass/

Denis Tokarev - Security Researcher - On poor state of Apple's bug bounty program